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Summary Information
Repository: Raymond H. Fogler Library University Archives
Creator: Terrell, Carroll Franklin
Title: Faculty Records. Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers








English , Italian , German , Chinese , Japanese .
Preferred Citation
Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers, UA RG 0011.054, [Box No.], [Folder No.], Raymond H.
Fogler Library Special Collections Department, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
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Biographical / Historical
Carroll Franklin Terrell was born in 1917 in Richmond, Maine and died in November 2003
in Bangor, Maine at the age of 86. After receiving his undergraduate degree from Bowdoin
College in 1940 he entered the Army and served in World War II from 1941-1945, attaining
the rank of captain. He began teaching at the University of Maine in 1948 and earned
his master's degree from the University in 1950. He later earned a Ph.D. from New York
University. He was an internationally recognized scholar on the poetry of Ezra Pound and
served as president of the Ezra Pound Society. In 1971, he founded the National Poetry
Foundation and also founded Northern Lights Press in Orono. He wrote 3 books of poetry:
Smoke and fire, Rod and lightning, and Dark and light. He was editor of the Man/Woman and
poet series, founder and editor of Paideuma: A Journal Devoted to Ezra Pound Scholarship
which was first published in 1972, and founder and editor of Sagetrieb; a journal devoted to
poets in the Pound/H.D./Williams tradition. Terrell also organized a series of conferences on
Pound's work held in 1975, 1980, 1985 and 1990, brought world renowned scholars and poets
to the University of Maine in addition to members of Pound's family. Terrell also organized
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conferences on such poets as William Carlos Williams, H.D., Marianne Moore, and T.S. Eliot.
In 1984, Terrell published the second of two volumes entitled "A Companion to The Cantos of
Ezra Pound."
The April 1986 edition of the University of Maine publication "Explorations" was dedicated to
Terrell and featured an article on him by Burt Hatlen entitled "Carroll Terrell and the Great
American Poetry Wars".
Terrell retired from the University of Maine in 1988. The Terrell House is a University of
Maine owned building and was the residence of Terrell and his named in his honor. The house
was donated to the University by Terrell.
In 1993, Terrell published a memoir of his childhood entitled "Growing up Kennebec: A
Downeast Boyhood."
^ Return to Table of Contents
Scope and Contents
The records mainly contain textual information created and curated by Carroll F. Terrell
who as was a nationally known scholar on the works of the poet Ezra Pound, but there is
also photographic material and audio recordings of a conference on Ezra Pound held at the
University of Maine in August, 1980. The records cover Terrell's academic career at the
University of Maine, but also his work as the founder of the National Poetry Foundation and
Northern Lights Press in Orono, as well as editor of the journals Paideuma and Sagetrieb
devoted to poets in the Ezra Pound, H.D., and William Carlos Williams tradition, and time
spent leading the University of Maine Press.
The record series National Poetry Foundation & Paideuma Records contains administrative
material regarding the operations of the Foundation, correspondence with contributors to
Paideuma, manuscripts, typescripts, proofs, permission forms, facsimiles of published articles,
art work, and bibliographies for Paideuma. Also, includes details of conferences, trips and
visits organized by the National Poetry Foundation.
The record series Correspondence contains both personal and professional correspondence
including with colleagues, students, fellow authors and academics, and publishers. Much of
the correspondence relates to the work of Ezra Pound and in particular the National Poetry
Foundation and Paideuma.
The record series University of Maine Administrative & Teaching Records contains various
proposals relating to the University of Maine, various course material for classes taught by
Terrell during his career at the University of Maine, meeting material and reports relating
to various committees Terrell served on, and details of events organized at the University of
Maine. Also, includes material from professional organizations Terrell participated in.
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The record series Reference Material contains facsimiles of various articles and papers on a
range of subjects mostly related to literature, poetry, and theatre.
The record series University of Maine Press contains a copy of the Press's 1987 spring catalog
and manuscripts for the titles "John Adams Speaking: Pound's Sources for the Adams Cantos"
by Frederick K. Sanders and "Dante and Pound: The Epic of Judgement" by James Wilhelm.
The record series Terrell Biographical Records contains miscellaneous material regarding
Terrell's life including photographs of a possible relative Shirley E. Terrell, paper by Terrell's
Dennis, details of Terrell's time as an undergraduate student at Bowdoin College, medical
information, details of Terrell's donation of his residence to the University of Maine, and
articles on the legacy of Terrell.
The record series Terrell Authored Works mostly includes various versions of a draft
manuscript and typescript for the unpublished novel, which in some of drafts is entitled "The
Lion and the Unicorn". Also, includes manuscripts, typescripts, and fascimiles of articles and
papers written by Terrell, including his 1993 memoir "Growing Up Kennebec" and 1991 book
on the author Stephen King entitled "Stephen King: Man and Artist". There are also letters to
King regarding the book.
The record series Ezra Pound, W.B. Yeats & T.S. Eliot Subject Records contains miscellaneous
research material regarding the life and works of the poets Ezra Pound, W.B. Yeats & T.S. Eliot.
Includes: facsimiles of articles and papers both on the subjects of the poets and by the poets
themselves, newspaper clippings, notes, correspondence with other scholars and authors, and
facsimiles of Ezra Pound letters.
The record series Northern Lights Records contains various manuscripts, book covers, and
art work for works published by Northern Lights, correspondence with authors, and publicity
material.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Arrangement
When possible the original order of the material was maintained. Some file names were
changed to make them more meaningful and to correct errors. There are no boxes #18, 19 or
20.
The Records Group is broken down intellectually into the following record series: 1.
National Poetry Foundation & Paideuma Records, 2. Correspondence, 3. University of Maine
Administrative & Teaching Records, 4. Reference Material, 5. University of Maine Press
Records, 6. Terrell Biographical Records, 7. Terrell Authored Works, 8. Ezra Pound, W.B. Yeats
& T.S. Eliot Subject Records, and 9. Northern Lights Records.
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Some box numbers have changed:
1 Old Box #312 (New Box #2)
2 Old Box #312a (New Box #3)
3 Old Box #312b (New Box #4)
4 Old Box #312c (New Box #5)
5 Old Box #312d (New Box #6)
6 Old Box #312e (New Box #7)
7 Old Box #312f (New Box #8)
8 Old Box #312g (New Box #9)
9 Old Box #312h (New Box #10)
10 Old Box #313 (New Box #11)
11 Old Box #313a (New Box #12)
12 Old Box #313b (New Box #13)
13 Old Box #313c (New Box #14)
14 Old Box #313d (New Box #15)
15 Old Box #314 (New Box #1)
16 Old Box #315, #316 & #316a (New Box #16)
17 Old Box #317 (New Box #17)
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Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Raymond H. Fogler Library University Archives





Kept at Fogler Library's offsite storage facility. One week's notice required for retrieval.
Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
Information on literary rights available in the repository.
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Immediate Source of Acquisition
Box 1, Folder 45 was transferred to Special Collections by the University of Maine English
Department on November 7, 2018 as Accession #2018-1107.
Box 12, Folder 4 audio recordings were transferred to the Library Annex as Accession
#2011-0608a. Unknown source and date received on Accession Register. Date used based
on accession number.
Boxes 21-33 were transferred to Special Collections by Benjamin Friedlander, Editor,
Paideuma and Professor of English on August 28, 2019 as Accession #2019-0828.
Processing Information
Processed by Matthew Revitt, December 2020 - March 2021, Raymond H. Fogler Library
Special Collections Department. Processing involved a collection survey and the creation of
this finding aid. Material was rehoused into appropriate archival folders and the boxes and
folders numbered and titled using information from ArchivesSpace.
Accruals
Accruals related to Professor Terrell are expected as the English Department still hold
material that was formerly held at the Terrell House.
Appraisal
The processing archivist appraised the records and destroyed duplicate copies of items.
Also, student grades and personal health information were destroyed because the processing
archivist felt the material was not appropriate for permanent retention in Fogler Library's
Special Collections.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Related Materials
Related Materials
Researchers may also want to consult National Poetry Foundation records (MS 360),
Sagetrieb collection (MS 446), and Paideuma collection (MS 382)
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Controlled Access Headings
• Correspondence











• University of Maine -- Research grants




• American literature -- Maine
• Literature -- History and criticism
• Literature





• Kennebec County (Me.)
• Clippings
• Memoirs
• Pound, Ezra, 1885-1972
• National Poetry Foundation (U.S.)
• University of Maine -- Faculty
• Eliot, T.S. (Thomas Stearns), 1865-1939
• Yeats, W.B. (William Butler), 1865-1939
• Northern Lights
• University of Maine Press
• Paideuma (Orono, Me.)
• Bowdoin College
• Williams, William Carlos, 1883-1963
• King, Stephen, 1947-
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General Note
Formerly SpC MS 0491.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Collection Inventory
National Poetry Foundation & Paideuma Records, 1960-1992
Physical Description: 709 Folders 
Physical Description: 1 box 
Title/Description Instances
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation , 1961
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Photographs for Book ,
1960-1975
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Essay Drafts - "Pound and
The Modern Melic Tradition" , 1975-1979
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Italy Trip , 1985
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 27a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Italy Trip , 1984-1985
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 27b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Updates
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miscellaneous , 1968-1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Yoro - Permissions , 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Folder 40
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Language of the Material: English.
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - "Cover" -
Volume 1, Number 1, Spring-Summer,1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Demott
(Robert) - "Ezra Pound and Charles Bowlker"- Volume 1,
Number 2, Fall-Winter 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - "Cover" &
"Pictures of Dorothy Pound"- Volume 2, Number 1, Spring
1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "The Secret Edict of K'ang-Hsi" - Volume 2, Number 1,
Spring 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "The Eparchs Book of Leo the Wise" - Volume 2,
Number 2, Fall 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "An English Version of Grosseteste's DeLuce" - Volume
2, Number 3, Winter 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Wilhelm
(James) - "In Praise of Anselm" - Volume 2, Number 3,
Winter 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bulletin Board,
Letters to the Editor and Notes & Queries - Volume 3,
Number 1, Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Eoyang
(Eugene) - "The Confucian Odes" - Volume 3, Number 1,
Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "E.P. Translating a Li Po Poem" - Volume 3,
Number 1, Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "Root/Br./By Product" In Pound's Confucian Ode" -
Volume 3, Number 1, Spring 1974
Box 2 Folder 11
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Homberger
(Eric) - "A Glimpse pf Pound in 1912 by Arundel del Re" -
Volume 3, Number 1, Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Knox (Bryant)
- "Allen Upward and Ezra Pound" - Volume 3, Number 1,
Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes on Staff
and Contributors - Volume 3, Number 1, Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Palandri
(Angela Jung) - "The "Seven Lakes Canto" Revisited" -
Volume 3, Number 1, Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Peck (John)
- "Arras and Painted Arras" - Volume 3, Number 1, Spring
1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Read (Forrest)
- "Ezra Pound: Selected prose 1909 - 1945" - Volume 3,
Number 1, Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "The Na-Ki Documents I" - Volume 3, Number 1, Spring
1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "The Na-Khi Documents I" - Volume 3, Number 1,
Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Wand (David
Hsin-Fu) - "To The Summit of Tai Shan" - Volume 3,
Number 1, Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Zinnes
(Harriet) - "Black Mountain: An Exploration in Community"
- Volume 3, Number 1, Spring 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hatlen
(Burton) - "Report on Works in Progress" - Volume 3,
Number 2, Fall 1974
Box 2 Folder 22
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Homberger
(Eric) - "Willam Chace's Political Identities" - Volume 3,
Number 2, Fall 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes and
Queries & Letters to the Editor, Fall 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Surette (Leon)
- "A Light From Eleasis" - Volume 3, Number 2, Fall 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 3,
Number 3, Winter 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 26a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 3,
Number 3, Winter 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 26b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 3,
Number 3, Winter 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Booth
(Marcella) "Through the Smoke Hole" - Volume 3, Number
3, Winter 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Fleming
(William) - "The Melbourne Vortex" - Volume 3, Number 3,
Winter 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "Meet EP and then..." - Volume 3, Number 3,
Winter 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - McNaughton
(William) - "Pound, A Brief Memoir" - Volume 3, Number 3,
Winter 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Olson
(Charles) - "First Canto" - Volume 3, Number 3, Winter 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Palandri
(Angela Jung) - "Homage to Confucian Poet" - Volume 3,
Number 3, Winter 1974
Box 2 Folder 33
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Patnaik (Deba
P.) - "Only the Quality of the Affections Endures" - Volume
3, Number 3, Winter 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "St. Elizabeths" - Volume 3, Number 3, Winter 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Cover -
Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 4,
Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gallery Proofs
- Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Adams
(Stephen) - "Pound, Olga Rudge and the "Risveglio
Vivaldino" - Volume 4, Number 1 , Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bosha (Francis
J.) - "Canto LXXXIV: Pound's "Henriot"", Volume 4, Number
1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Espey (John) -
Notes and Queries - Volume 4 - Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "Pounds Use of the Sacred Edict in Canto 98" -
Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Helming
(Steve_ - "A Homemade World by Hugh Kenner" - Volume 4,
Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva) -
""Schiavoni," or: When St. Hieronymus Turned His Back",
Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Box 2 Folder 44
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Mazzeno
(Laurence W.) - "A Note on "Hugh Selwyn Mauberley"" -
Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Moody (A.D.) -
"Pounds Allen Upward - Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Moramarco
(Fred) - "Schiavoni: "That Cahp on the Wood Barge"" -
Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Morrow
(Bradford) - "De Lollis' Sordello and Sordello: Canto 36" -
Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Nassivera
(J.C.) - "Leaf is a Leaf" - Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Neault (James)
- "Apollonius of Tyana" - Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes and
Queries, Letters To The Editor, Bulletin Board & Notes on
Staff and Contributors - Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 51
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Shuldiner
(Michael) - "Pound's Progress: The "Pisan Cantos"" - Volume
4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Tay (William)
- "Between Kung and Eleusis" - Volume 4, Number 1, Spring
1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Witemeyer
(Hugh) - "Ruskin and the Signed Capital in Canto 45" -
Volume 4, Number 1, Spring 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 2 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - "Cover' -
Volume 4, Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Box 3 Folder 1
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 4,
Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 4,
Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 4,
Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Butturff
(Douglas R.) - "Dante & Pound: The Epic of Judgement by
James Wilhelm" - Volume 4, Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter
1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Eastman
(Barbara) - "The Ninetieth Birthyear Symposium" - Volume
4, Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Flory (Wendy
Stallard) - "Alexander Del Mar" - Volume 4, Numbers 2 & 3,
Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "Ezra Among the Old Bones" - Volume 4, Numbers
2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "The Azalea is Grown" - Volume 4, Numbers 2 & 3,
Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Grieve
(Thomas) - "The Seraphin Couvrear Sources of Rock-Drill" -
Volume 4, Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kauka
(Jerome) - "Ezra Pound's Sanity" - Volume 4, Numbers 2 &
3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Korg (Jacob)
- "Jacob Epstein's Rock Drill and the Cantos" - Volume 4,
Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Box 3 Folder 12
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - McDougal
(Stuart) - "The Presence of Patter in Blandula, Venella,
Vagula" - Volume 4, Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Materer
(Timothy) - 'Henri Gaudier's "Three Ninjas"" - Volume 4,
Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - "Queries and
Bulletin Board", Volume 4, Numbers 2 & 3, Fall-Winter
1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Schaffner
(Perdita) "Merano" - Number 4, Volumes 2 & 3, Fall-Winter
1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Sieburth (R.) -
"Canto 119: Francois Bernouard" - Volume 4, Numbers 2 &
3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Taylor
(Richard) - "Ezra Pound: Editor of No" - Volume 4, Numbers
2 & 3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Witemeyer
(Hugh) - "The Flame- Style-King" - Volume 4, Numbers 2 &
3, Fall-Winter 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Table of
Contents & Notes on Staff and Contributors - Volume 5,
Number 1, Spring 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 5,
Number 1, Spring-Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Davie (Donald)
- "Ezra Among the Edwardians" - Volume 5, Number 1,
Spring-Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - DeMailla
(Pere Joseph) - Histoire generale de la Chine" - Volume 5,
Number 1, Spring-Summer 1976
Box 3 Folder 23
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 5,
Number 1, Spring-Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 5,
Number 1, Spring-Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Eder (Doris) -
"The Cantos of Ezra Pound" - Volume 5, Number 1, Spring-
Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Egudu (R.N.)
- "The Idyll Sham" - Volume 5, Number 1, Spring-Summer
1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Flory (Wendy
Stallard) - "The "The Donne" of the Pisan Cantos" - Volume
5, Number 1, Spring-Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Knight (Robert
M.) - "Thomas Jefferson in Canto XXXI" - Volume 5, Number
1, Spring-Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Mondolfo
(Vittoria and Shuster (Hellen) - "Annotated Checklist of
Criticism on Ezra Pound" - Volume 5, Number 1, Spring-
Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Quinn
(Bernetta) - "Richard of St. Victor and the Moon Goddess" -
Volume 5, Number 1, Spring-Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Schneidau
(Herbert) - "Pound, Olsen & Objective Verse", Spring-
Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Witemeyer
(Hugh) - "Metaphor and the Poetry of Williams, Pound and
Stevens" - Volume 5, Number 1, Spring-Summer 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Table of
Contents, Bulletin Board and The Documentary - Volume 5,
Number 2, Fall 1976
Box 3 Folder 34
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 5,
Number 2, Fall 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "A Place for Buddhismin" - Volume 5, Number 2,
Fall 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Griffin (Ernest)
- ""E.P. Ode Pour L'Election De Son Selpulchre" And Max
Plowman's Pamphlet, "The Right to Live"" - Volume 5,
Number 2, Fall 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva) -
"Answer to Queries" - Volume 5, Number 2, Fall 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Klinch
(Dennis) - "Pound, Social Credit, and the Critics" - Volume
5, Number 2, Fall 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Mondolfo
(Vittoria) - "Annotated Bibliography" - Volume 5, Number 2,
Fall 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Sieburth
(Richard) - "Pound, Ezra - Letter to Natalie Banney" -
Volume 5, Number 2, Fall 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Seed (David)
- "The Ezra Pound Convention at Sheffield" - Volume 5,
Number 2, Fall 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Swabey
(Henry) - "A Page Without Which..." - Volume 5, Number 2,
Fall 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Turner (Mark)
- "Propertius Through the Looking Glass" - Volume 5,
Number 2, Fall 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 5,
Number 3, Winter 1976
Box 3 Folder 45
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bell (Ian) -
"The Phantasmagoria of Hugh Selwyn Mauberley" - Volume
5, Number 3, Winter 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "Cornfucius, Philosophe" - Volume 5, Number 3,
Winter 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - McNaughton
(William) - "The Last Rower" - Volume 5, Number 3, Winter
1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 3 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gallery Proof -
Kayman (Martin A.) - Keele Conference , September, 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hatlen
(Burton) - "Reports on Works on Progress" - Volume 5,
Number 3 , Winter 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva) -
"Franco Sacchetti in Canto" - Volume 5, Number 3, Winter
1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - McKeown
(Thomas) - "Ezra Pound by Donald Davie" - Volume 5,
Number 3, Winter 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - McNaughton
(William) - "The 1976 "Summer at Brunnenburg: Reading
the Cantos"" - Volume 5, Number 3, Winter 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Nolde (John
J.) - "The Sources for Canto" - Volume 5, Number 3, Winter
1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - "A Letter to
Jay Hubbell" - Volume 5, Number 3, Winter 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Thomas
(Ronald) - "Cantullus, Flaminius and Pound" - Volume 5,
Number 3, Winter 1976
Box 4 Folder 8
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 6,
Number 1, Spring 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Nolde (John
J.) - "The Sources for Canto Liv" - Volume 6, Number 1,
Spring 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters To The
Editor, The Bulletin Board & Notes on New Contributors -
Volume 6, Number 2, Fall 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 6,
Number 2, Fall 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 6,
Number 2, Fall 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Chiltanti
(Felic) - "Ezra Pound Among the Seditious in the 1940's" -
Volume 6, Number 2, Fall 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Flory (Wendy
Stallard) - "Pound's Blakeand Blake's Dante" - Volume 6,
Number 2, Fall 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "The Later of Cantos of Ezra Pound" - Volume 6,
Number 2, Fall 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kodama
(Sanehide) - "The Eight Scenes of Sho-Sho" - Volume 6,
Number 2, Fall 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - McNaughton
(William) - "A Note on Main Form in The Cantos" - Volume
6, Number 2, Fall 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Martin (B.K.) -
"Ezra Pound and T.E. Lawrence" - Volume 6, Number 2, Fall
1977
Box 4 Folder 19
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Materer
(Timothy) - "Pound's Vortex" - Volume 6, Number 2, Fall
1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - Canto XXXIV: The Technique of Montage" - Volume 6,
Number 2, Fall 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letter To
The Editor, The Explicator & Notes on New Contributors" -
Volume 6, Number 3, Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 6,
Number 3, Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Berryman (Jo
Brantley) - "The Arts of the Image" - Volume 6, Number 3,
Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Photos &
Correspondence - Volume 6, Number 3, Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hatlen (Burton
N.) - Report on Works in Progress - Volume 6, Number 3,
Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimpel (Ben)
and Eaves (T.C. Duncan) - "The Sources of Cantos XLII &
XLIII" - Volume 6, Number 3, Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters To The
Editor - Volume 6, Number 3, Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 6,
Number 3, Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Miyake
(Akiko) - "A Note on So-Shu" - Volume 6, Number 3, Winter
1977
Box 4 Folder 30
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Rosenthal
(M.L.) - "Pound at His Best" - Volume 6, Number 3, Winter
1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Shaheen
(Mohammed) - "Pound in Arabic" - Volume 6, Number 3,
Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Sieburth
(Richard) - "Ideas Into Action" - Volume 6, Number 3,
Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Surman
(Diana) - Report on Ezra Pound Conference - Volume 6,
Number 3, Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "A Couple of Documents" - Volume 6, Number 3,
Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Thompson
(Douglas) - "Pound and Brazilian Concretism" - Volume 6,
Number 3, Winter 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 4 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 7,
Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 1a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 7,
Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 1b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to
the Editor, Bulleton Board, Books Received & Notes on
Contributors - Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Adams
(Stephen) - "Ezra Pound and Music by Murray Schafer" -
Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Clearfield
(Andrew) - "Pound, Paris, and Dada" - Volume 7, Numbers 1
& 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Box 5 Folder 4
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Davie (Donald)
- "Ezra Pound and the English" - Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2,
Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Flory (Wendy)
and Berryman (Jo) - Report on the MLA Special Session -
Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Geddes (Virgil)
- "A Visit to Pound" - Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-Fall,
1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva) -
"New Light on Old Problems" - Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2,
Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimpel (Ben)
and Eaves (T.C. Duncan) - "The Sources of the Leopoldine
Cantos" - Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Libera (Sharon
M.) - "The Genesis of Ezra Pound's Cantos by Ronald Bush" -
Volume 7, Number 1 & 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Link (Franz H.)
- "Two Notes on the Early Poetry" - Volume 7, Numbers 1 &
2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Miyake
(Akiko) - "The Greek-Egyptian Mysteries in Pound's "The
Little Review Calendar" and in Cantos 1-7" - Volume 7,
Numbers 1 & 2 , Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Nolde (John) -
"The Sources for Canto LIV, Part One" - Volume 7, Numbers
1 & 2 , Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Read
(Forrest) - "The Mathematical Symbolism of Ezra Pound's
Revolutionary Mind" - Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-
Fall, 1978
Box 5 Folder 14
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Schneeman
(Peter) - "Pound's "English Brief": A Look Toward Germany"
- Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Sullivan (John
P.) - "An Afternoon with Ezra" - Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2,
Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Taylor
(Thomas) - "The Eleusinian and Bacchic Mysteries" - Volume
7, Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "Mang-Tsze, Thomas Taylor, and Madam" - Volume 7,
Number 1 & 2, Spring-Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Witemeyer
(Hugh) - "The Prostromantic Consciousness of Ezra Pound
by George Bornstein" - Volume 7, Numbers 1 & 2, Spring-
Fall, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Ahearn (Barry)
- "The Adams Connection" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter
1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bernstein
(Michael Andre) - "A Dyptich for Louis Zukofsky" - Volume
7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bulletin Board,
Books Received & Letters to the Editor - Volume 7, Number
3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bunting (Basil)
- "Pound and "Zuk"" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bryed (Don)
- "The Shape of Zukofsky's Cannon" - Volume 7, Number 3,
Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Carruth
(Hayden) - "Dear Louis" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Box 5 Folder 19
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Clark (Thomas
A.) - "In Memortiam, Louis Zukofsky" - Volume 7, Number
3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Corman (Cid)
- "The Transfigured Prose" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter
1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Creeley
(Robert) - "For L.Z." - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Davenport
(Guy) - "Scripta Zukofskii Elogia" - Volume 7, Number 3,
Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Dawson
(Fielding) - "A Memoir of Louis Zukofsky" - Volume 7,
Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Duncan
(Robert) - "Reading Zukofsky These Forty Years" - Volume
7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "Zuk and Ez at St. Liz" - Volume 7, Number 3,
Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hatlen
(Burton) - "Catullus Metamorphosed" - Volume 7, Number 3,
Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Ignatow
(David) - "Louis Zukofsky - Two Views" - Volume 7, Number
3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Johnson
(Ronald) - "Wor(l)ds 4-5, A Spire for the Death of L.Z." -
Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kelly (Robert)
- "A Book of Solutions" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Box 5 Folder 30
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kenner (Hugh)
- "Loove in Brooklyn" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - "Paideuma
Cover" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Proofs -
Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Quartermain
(Peter) - "Recurrencies" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Schimmel
(Harold) - "Zuk Yehoash David Rex" - Volume 7, Number 3,
Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Seidman
(Hugh) - "L.Z. at Poly Tech (1958-1961) - Volume 7,
Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Shapiro
(Harvey) - "Thinking of the Zukofskys" - Volume 7, Number
3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Silliman (Ron)
- Louis Zukofsky" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Sorrentino
(Gilbert) - "Louis Zukofsky" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter
1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma -Taggart (John)
- "Zukofsky's "Mantis"" - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "Conversations with Celia" - Volume 7, Number 3,
Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Tomlinson
(Charles) - "Objectivists: Zukofsky and Oppen: A Memoir" -
Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Box 5 Folder 42
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Turnbull
(Gael) - "For L.Z. on the Ocassion, Etc." - Volume 7, Number
3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Zukofsky
(Cellia) - "Year by Year Bibliography of L.Z." - Volume 7,
Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Zukofsky
(Cellia) 1927-1972 - Volume 7, Number 3, Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Zukofsky
(Louis) - "A Foin Lass Bodders" - Volume 7, Number 3 ,
Winter 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 5 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Cassell
(Richard A.) - "A Visit with E.P." - Volume 8, Number 1,
Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Doob (Eveline
Bates) - "Some Notes on E.P." - Volume 8, Number 1, Spring
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Eder (Doris L.)
- "Time in Ezra Pound's Work by William Harmon" - Volume
8, Number 1, Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Elliot (P.
Angela) - "Lucifer's Fall in Pound's Canto LXXIV" - Volume
8, Number 1, Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gall (Sally
M.) - "Pound and the Modern Melic Tradition" - Volume 8,
Number 1, Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Harris
(Natalie) - "New Pound Holdings at the Lilly Library" -
Volume 8, Number 1, Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hatlen (Burt)
- "Stalin and/or Zukofsky" - Volume 8, Number 1, Spring
1979
Box 6 Folder 7
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva)
- "Kadzu, Arachidi, Acero" - Volume 8, Number 1, Spring
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Jenner (E.A.B.)
- "Medallion" - Volume 8, Number 1, Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kenner (Hugh)
- "A Note on 110/778" - Volume 8, Number 1, Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimple (Ben)
& Eaves (Duncan T.C.) - "The Source of Canto L" - Volume 8,
Number 1, Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Langumier
(Eric) - "Scarabs and Gold" - Volume 8, Number 1, Spring
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to the
Editor, Notes on Contributors, Books Received, Sponsors &
Bulletin Board, Volume 8, Number 1, Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Proofs - Pasted
Up with Correspondence - Volume 8, Number 1, Spring
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Powell (James
A.) - "The Light of Vers Libre" - Volume 8, Number 1, Spring
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Sickles (Hollis)
- "Annotated Checklist of Pound Criticism" - Volume 8,
Number 1, Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Tagliaferni
(Aldo) - "L'Italia di Ezra Pound by Niccolo Zapponi" -
Volume 8, Number 1, Spring 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Anderson
(David) - "The Techniques of Critical Translation" - Volume
8, Number 2, Fall 1979
Box 6 Folder 18
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bell (Ian
F.A.) - "Pound, Emerson and Subject-Rhyme"" - Volume 8,
Number 2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bosha (Francis
J.) - "Faulkner, Pound and the P.P.P." - Volume 8, Number
2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bulletin
Board, Books Received, Letters to the Editor & Notes on
Contributors - Volume 8, Number 2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Davenport
(Guy) - "The Real Lucifer" - Volume 8, Number 2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Davis (Kay)
- An Index to Canto References in Paideuma" - Volume 8,
Number 2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Engel (Ilse) -
"Story of a meeting with Ezra Pound" - Volume 8, Number
2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Espey (John) -
"Sidelights from the Italian and German Cantos" - Volume 8,
Number 2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva) -
"Mythopoios" - Volume 8, Number 2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Keith (Nobuko
Tsukui) - "Aoi No Ye and Kinuta" - Volume 8, Number 2,
Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Materer
(Timothy) - "Wyndham Lewis, A Descriptive Bibliography
by Omar S. Pound & Phlip Grover" - Volume 8, Number 2,
Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Nolde (John
J.) - "The Sources for Chinese Dynastic Canto LVI - Part
One" - Volume 8, Number 2, Fall 1979
Box 6 Folder 29
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Pound (Ezra) -
"The Poet Speaks" - Volume 8, Number 2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Proofs - Pasted
Up With Corrections, Volume 8, Number 2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Rooks
(George) - "An Annotated Checklist of Criticism on Ezra
Pound" - Volume 8, Number 2, Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Smith (P.H.) &
Durant (A.E.) - "Pound's Metonymy" - Volume 8, Number 2,
Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "Durham & Pound Conferences" - Volume 8, Number 2,
Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Witemeyer
(Hugh) - "Pound and the Cantos" - Volume 8, Number 2,
Fall 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Baumann
(Walter) - "Ezra Pound: Von Sinn Und Unsinn" - Volume 8,
Number 3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bernstein
(Michael Andre) - "Mythos and Logos in Ezra Pound" -
Volume 8, Number 3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bilenchi
(Romano) - "Rapallo, 1941" - Volume 8, Number 3, Winter
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Crosland
(Andrew) - 'Annotated Checklist of Criticism on Ezra Pound"
- Volume 8, Number 3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Davidson
(Peter) - "Heracles m'la Calata" - Volume 8, Number 3,
Winter 1979
Box 6 Folder 40
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Eastman
(Barbara C.) - "The Gap in the Cantos" - Volume 8, Number
3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Ellis (Stephen
Paul) - "Dante in Pound's Early Career" - Volume 8, Number
3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva) -
"The Problem of Mo in Canto LXXIV" - Volume 8, Number 3,
Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Holloway
(David) - Report on the Pound Conference, Volume 5,
Number 3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimpel
(Ben) & Evaes (T.C. Duncan) - "Pound's Use of Sienese
Manuscripts for Cantos XLII and XLIII" - Volume 8, Number
3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Law (Richard)
- "The Seventh Canto Initial" - Volume 8, Number 3, Winter
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to the
Editor, Notes on Contributors, Books Received, Index &
Bulletin Board - Volume 8, Number 3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Link (Franz H.)
- "Pound's "A Girl" and Ovid's Metamorphoses" - Volume 8,
Number 3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Nanny (Max) -
"The Oral Roots of Ezra Pound's Methods of Quotation and
Abbreviation" - Volume 8, Number 3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Nolde (John
J.) - "The Sources for Chinese Dynastic Canto LVI - Part
Two" - Volume 8, Number 3, Winter 1979
Box 6 Folder 50
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oderman
(Kevin M.) - "The Servants of Amor in Pound's Early Poems"
- Volume 8, Number 3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 51
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Pea (Enrico)
- "Thank You, Ezra Pound" - Volume 8, Number 3, Winter
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Pound (Ezra)
- "Letters to John Buchan" - Volume 8, Number 3, Winter
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Proofs Pasted
Up With Corrections -Volume 8, Number 3, Winter 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Redman (Tim)
- "The Repatriation of Pound" - Volume 8, Number 3, Winter
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Thomas (C.T.)
- "Limks "Honey-Comb"" - Volume 8, Number 3, Winter
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 6 Folder 56
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - "Brigflatts
Meeting House 1675" - Volume 9, Number 1, Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bulletin Board
& notes on Contributors - Volume 9, Number 1 , Spring
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Cary (Joseph) -
"Ezra Pound Speaking" - Volume 9, Number 1, Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Creeley
(Robert) - "Basil Bunting" - Volume 9, Number 1, Spring
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Dale (Peter) -
"Bunting and Villon" - Volume 9, Number 1, Spring 1980
Box 7 Folder 5
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "Bunting Obiter" - Volume 9, Number 1, Spring
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "A Northumbrian Sabine" - Volume 9, Number 1,
Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Guedalla
(Roger) - "Books and Pamphlets by or Ediated by Basil
Bunting" - Volume 9, Number 1, Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gustafson
(Ralph) - "Music Thinks Sensuously, Words Can't" - Volume
9, Number 1, Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Jones (F.
Whitney) - "Basil Bunting in America" - Volume 9, Number
1, Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kenner (Hugh)
- "The Soud of Sense" - Volume 9, Number 1, Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kleinzahler
(August) - "Throw It Out and Try Again" - Volume 9,
Number 1, Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Pickard (Tom)
- "Serving My Time to a Trade" - Volme 9, Number 1, Spring
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Proofs Pasted
Up With Corrections - Volume 9, Number 1, Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Quartermain
(Peter) - ""A" by Louis Zukofsky" - Volume 9, Number 1,
Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Suter
(Anthony) - "The Writer in the Mirror" - Volume 9, Number
1, Spring 1980
Box 7 Folder 16
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "Basil Bunting in Action" - Volume 9, Number 1, Spring
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Williams
(Jonathan) - Eighty of the Best" - Volume 9, Number 1,
Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Witemeyer
(Hugh) - "Ezra Pound's Cantos" - Volume 9, Number 1,
Spring 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Volume 9,
Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Childs (John
Steven) - "Larvatus Prodeo" - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Crosland
(Andrew) - "Annotated Checklist of Criticism" - Volume 9,
Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Eisenhauer
(Robert G.) - "Jeweler's Company" - Volume 9, Number 2,
Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Grover (Philip)
- "Manuscript Corrections in Lustra" - Volume 9, Number 2,
Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hatlen
(Burton) - "Vortex" - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva) -
"The Vortex, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva) -
"The Vortex" - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Box 7 Folder 27
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimpel (Ben
D.) & Eaves (T.C. Duncan) - "Note on "e li mestiers ecoutes""
- Volume 9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Laurie (Peter)
"Peacocks in Kore's House" - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to
the Editor, Books Received, Bulletin Board & Notes on
Contributors - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Mangum
(Geoff) - "A Note on Canto LXXIX" - Volume 9, Number 2,
Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Nolde (John
J.) - "The Literary Revolutions of Hu Shi and Ezra Pound" -
Volume 9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oderman
(Kevin) - "The Poetic Achievement of Ezra Pound" - Volume
9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Proofs Pasted
Up With Corrections - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Sauzey
(Francois) - "The Formed Trace" - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Schroth
(Randall) - "A Primer for Some of Pound's Chinese
Characters" - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Pearlman
(Daniel) - "Canto 74" - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - "Letters to
Elizabeth Winslow" - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall 1980
Box 7 Folder 38
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Read (Forrest)
- "When will they ever learn" - Volume 9, Number 2, Fall
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Regier (W.G.)
- "The Allusive Fabric of "Apparuit"" - Volume 9, Number 2,
Fall 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Crossland
(Andrew) - "Annotated Checklist of Criticism on Ezra
Pound" - Volume 9, Number 3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Dasenbrock
(Reed Way) - "Dante's Hell and Pound's Paradiso" - Volume
9, Number 3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Fender
(Stephen) - "A Light from Eleusis" - Volume 9, Number 3,
Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hatlen
(Burton) - "Re Reno Odlin" - Volume 9, Number 3, Winter
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hoffa
(William) - "Ezra pound: A Celebration" - Volume 9, Number
3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Joseph (Terri
B.) - "The Pisan Cantos" - Volume 9, Number 3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimpel (Ben)
& Eaves (T.C. Duncan) - "American History in Rock-Drill
and Thrones" - Volume 9, Number 3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimpel (Ben)
& Eaves (T.C. Duncan) - "Herbert Hoover and the London
Judge" - Volume 9, Number 3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to
the Editor, Books Received, Bulletin Board & Notes on
Contributors - Volume 9, Number 3, Winter 1980
Box 7 Folder 49
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Odlin (Reno) -
"Materials Toward an Essay on Zukofsky's "A"" - Volume 9,
Number 3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Pearlman
(Daniel) - "Ezra Pound: America's Wandering Jew" - Volume
9, Number 3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 51
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Proofs Pasted
Up With Corrections - Volume 9, Number 3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Rosen (David
Matthew) - "Art and Economics in Pound" - Volume 9,
Number 3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Thomas
(Ronald E.) - "'Ere he his goddis brocht in Latio' on Pound's
Appreciation of Gavin Douglas" - Volume 9, Number 3,
Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Walkiewkz
(E.P.) & Witemeyer (Hugh) - "Ezra Pound's Contributions to
New Mexico Periodicals and His Relationship with Senator
Bronson Cutting" - Volume 9, Number 3, Winter 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 7 Folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Advertisment
Copy - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Appleton
(Sarah) - Postcard - Volume 10, Number 1, December 2,
1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Augustine
(Jane) - Correspondence - Volume 10, Number 1, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Austes (Paul) -
Correspondence - Volume 10, Number 1, 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Barnett
(Anthony) - Correspondence - Volume 10, Number 1, 1980
Box 8 Folder 5
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Appleton
(Sarah) - "George Oppen, 1975" - Volume 19, Number 1,
Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Augustine
(Jane) - "Mary Oppen: Meaning A Life" - Volume 10,
Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Auster (Paul)
- "A Few Words in Praise of George Oppen" - Volume 10,
Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Barnett
(Anthony) - "A Note about George Oppen" - Volume 10,
Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Corman (Cid)
- "The Experience of Poetry" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring
1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Cuddihy
(Michael) - "George Oppen: A Love and Native Rock" -
Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bernstein
(Michael Andre) - "Interlude For George Oppen" - Volume
10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Duplessis
(Rachel Blau) - "Oppen and Pound" - Volume 10, Number 1,
Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Duplessis
(Rachel Blau) - "Voyaging for George Oppen" - Volume 10,
Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gerber (Dan) -
"Of Fathers" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gitin (David) -
"A Note and a Poem" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Box 8 Folder 16
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Griffin
(Jonathan) - "George and Mary Oppen" - Volume 10,
Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Heller
(Michael) - "For George Oppen" - Volume 10, Number 1,
Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva)
- "Klages in Canti LXXV/450: A Positive Identification" -
Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hunting
(Constance) - "At Least Not Notwhere" - Volume 10, Number
1, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hunting
(Constance) - "At Least Not Notwhere" - Volume 10, Number
1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Ignatow
(David) - "In the Field" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kaufman
(Shirley) - "Realities For George Oppen" - Volume 10,
Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to Burt
Hatlen, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to the
Editor - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to the
Editor, Bulletin Board & Notes on Contributors - Volume 10,
Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Linenthal
(Mark) - "An Appreciation" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring
1981
Box 8 Folder 27
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Mancuso/
Barrett (Leni) - "The Meeting" - Volume 10, Number 1,
Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Mcaleavey
(David) - "A Bibliography of the Works of George Oppen" -
Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - McAleavey
(David) - "Unrolling Universe" - Volume 10, Number 1,
Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Middleton
(Christopher) - "A Road that is One in Many" - Volume 10,
Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Olds (Sharon) -
"Two Poems" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Pearson (Ted) -
"Soundings" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Pound (Ezra) -
"Preface to Discrete Series" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring
1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Powell
(Donald) - "At the Time of the Rogue's First Flood" - Volume
10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Proofs - Final
Photocopy - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Proofs -With
Corrections - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Rakosi (Carl)
- "Two Notes and a Poem" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring
1981
Box 8 Folder 38
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Silliman (Ron)
- "Third Phase Objectivism" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring
1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Sorrentino
(Gilbert) - "George Oppen: Smallness of Cause" - Volume 10,
Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Taggart (John)
- "Sumac" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Tomlinson
(Charles) - "Two Poems for George and Mary Oppen" -
Volume 10, Number 1or , Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Walkiewicz
(E.P.) - "Back to ABC" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Weinberger
(Eliot) - "A Little Heap for George Oppen" - Volume 10,
Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Weinfield
(Henry) - "Sonnet" - Volume 10, Number 1, Spring 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma -
Advertisements - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Anderson
(David) - "Breaking the Silence" - Volume 10, Number 2,
Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Anderson
(David) - "Italian Images of Ezra Pound" - Volume 10,
Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Baumann
(Walter) - "Ezra Pound and Magic" - Volume 10, Number 2,
Fall 1981
Box 8 Folder 49
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bell (Ian F.) -
"Pound's Vortex" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Books
Received - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 51
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bornstein
(Daniel) - "The Poet as Historian" - Volume 10, Number 2,
Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bornstein
(Georg) - "What Porridge Had John Keats?" - Volume 10,
Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bulletin Board
- Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Dennis (Helen
M.) - "The Eleusinian Mysteries as an Organising Principle
in the Pisan Cantos" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - D'Epior (Peter)
- "Canto 74" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 56
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Emery Clark -
"Ezra Pound and the Cantos" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall
1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 57
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Emery (Clark)
- "Father William" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 58
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Fieldman
(David) - "Ezra Pound: A Poet in a Cage" - Volume 10,
Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 59
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Fridman (Eric)
- "Sources of Cantos XIII" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 60
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva)
- "Klage in Canto LXXV/450" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall
1981
Box 8 Folder 61
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimpel (Ben
D.) & Eaves (T.C. Duncan) - "Tremaine at 2 in the Morning"
- Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 62
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - King (Michael)
- "Go, Little Book" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 63
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Lindberg-
Seyersted (Brita) - "Letters from Ezra Pound to Joseph
Brewer" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 64
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to the
Editor - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 65
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Miyake
(Akiko) - "Commentary on Professor Tsukui's Translation of
Yoro" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 66
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Motokiyo
(Zeami) - "Yoro" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 67
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes on
Contributors - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 68
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Odlin (Reno) -
"Materials Fowarded on Essay on Zukofsky's "A"" - Volume
10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 69
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Link (Franz)
- "A Note on "the Apparition of these Face..."" - Volume 10,
Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 70
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Pearlman
(Daniel) - "Canto 52" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 71
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Proofs - Final
Photocopied - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 72
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Sauzey
(Francois) - "The Tale of the Tribe" - Volume 10, Number 2,
Fall 1981
Box 8 Folder 73
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Schneeman
(Peter) - "Pound in Romania" - Volume 10, Number 2, Fall
1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 74
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Shea (John)
& Romano (Timothy) - "The Pound-Williams Conference" -
Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 75
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Zimmermann
(Hans-Joachim) - "Ezra Pound, "A Song of the Degrees" -
Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 76
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Final Paste-Up
- Volume 10, Number 2, Fall 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 8 Folder 77
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Baumann
(Walter) - "Gerhart" - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Books
Received - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bulletin Board
- Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bunting (Basil)
- "The Village Fiesta" - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Butterick
(George F.) - "The Tale of the Tribe" - Volume 10, Number
3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Dunning
(Ralph Cheever) - "The Four Winds" - Volume 10, Number
3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Final Paste-Up
- Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Fitzgerald
(Robert) - "Mirroring the Commedia" - Volume 10, Number
3, Winter 1981
Box 9 Folder 8
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Furia (Philip)
- Correspondence & Text - "Pound and Blake on Hell" -
Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Glenn (Edgar
M.) - Correspondence & Text - "Pound and Ovid" - Volume
10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hatlen
(Burton) - "The Poetics of Indeterminacy" - Volume 10,
Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva) -
"Raymonde Collignon" - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hesse (Eva) -
"Helen's" - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Index to
Volumes 9 & 10 - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Johnson
(Scott) - "The "Tools" of the Ideogramic Method" - Volume
10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kail (Harvey)
- Correspondence & Text - Report on Works In-Progress -
Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Korn
(Marianne) - Correspondence & Text - "Truth Near Perigord"
- Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to the
Editor - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Miyake
(Akiko) - "Contemplation East and West" - Volume 10,
Number 3, Winter 1981
Box 9 Folder 19
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Morse
(Jonathan) - "What's His Name" - Volume 10, Number 3,
Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes for
Volume 10 Number 3 - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes on
Contributors - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Pound (Ezra)
- "Mr. Dunning's Poetry" - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter
1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Qi-Ping (Xu) -
Correspondence & Text - "Pound's Translation of a Chinese
Poem" - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Richman
(Bruce W.) - Correspondence & Text - "'76': One Workd and
the Cantos of Ezra Pound" - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter
1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Sutton
(Walter) - Correspondence & Text - "Guide to Ezra Pound's
Selected Cantos" - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Uno (Hiroko) -
Correspondence & Text - "Li-Po and its Translation by Ezra
Pound" - Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Xerox Copy -
Volume 10, Number 3, Winter 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Anderson
(David) - Correspondence & Text - "Ezra Pound Lettere
1907-1958" - Volume 11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bulletin Board
- Volume 11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Box 9 Folder 30
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Davis (Kay) -
Correspondence & Text - "Fugue and Canto LXIII" - Volume
11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Engelking
(Leszek) - "Ezra Pound in Poland" - Volume 11, Number 1,
Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Final Paste-Up
- Volume 11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - French
(William) - "Sain & Hilda" - Volume 11, Number 1, Spring
1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - French
(William) & Materer (Timothy) - Correspondence & Text -
"Far Flug Vortices and Ezra's "Hindoo" and Yogi" - Volume
11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - ""The City of Dicose" and China" - Volume 11,
Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Hirsh (John
C.) - "The Poetry of Arnault Daniel" - Volume 11, Number
1 , Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Jackson
(Brendan) - Correspondence & Text - "Seventh Inernational
Ezra Pound Conference" - Volume 11, Number 1, Spring
1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Joseph (Terri
Brint) - "Near Perigord" - Volume 11, Number 1, Spring
1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kappel
(Andrew J.) - Correspondence & Text - "Napoleon and
Talleyrand in The Cantos" - Volume 11, Number 1, Spring
1982
Box 9 Folder 40
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kodama
(Sanehide) - "Third Annual Meeting of the Ezra Pound
Society of Japan" - Volume 11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to the
Editor - Volume 11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Little
(Matthew) - Correspondence & Text - "Pound's Use of the
Word Totalitarian" - Volume 11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Moody (A.D.)
- Correspondence & Text - "The Pisan Cantos" - Volume 11,
Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Myers (Peter)
- Correspondence & Text - "The Metre of Canto XLVII" -
Volume 11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes for
Volume 11, Number 1 - Volume 11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes on
Contributors - Volume 11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Xerox -
Volume 11, Number 1, Spring 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 9 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bartlett (Lee)
& Witemeyer (Hugh) - Correspondence & Text - "Ezra Pound
and James Dickey" - Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bosha (Francis
J.) - "Pound's References to Borah and Stalin" - Volume 11,
Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Book Received
- Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bulletin Board
- Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Box 10 Folder 4
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Final Paste-Up
- Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Gordon
(David) - "Corpus Juris and Canto XCIV" - Volume 11,
Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Jackson
(Brenden) - Correspondence & Text - "A Reluctant
American" - Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kayman
(Martin A.) - "Critic as Scientist" - Volume 11, Number 2,
Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimpel (Ben
D.) & Eaves (T.C. Duncan) - Correspondence & Text - "How
the Medici Went Bust" - Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - King (Michael
J.) - "HERMinone by H.D." - Volume 11, Number 2, Fall
1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kodama
(Sanehide) - Correspondence & Text - "Cathay and
Fenollosa's Notebooks" - Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters to the
Editor - Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Materer
(Timothy) - Correspondence & Text - "Doppelganger: Ezra
Pound in His Letters" - Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes for
Volume 11, Number 2 & Cover Design - Volume 11,
Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oderman
(Kevn) - Correspondence & Test - "Cavalcanti" - Volume 11,
Number 2, Fall 1982
Box 10 Folder 15
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oldlin (Reno) -
"Dinklage" - Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Shaheen
(Mohammed Y.) - "A Note on the Spelling "Habdimalich" for
'Abd Al-Malik in the Cantos" - Volume 11, Number 2, Fall
1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Speight
(Margot) - "Dorothy Pound at Work" - Volume 11, Number
2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Xerox -
Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes on
Contributors - Volume 11, Number 2, Fall 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Baumann
(Walter) - "Carleton, Paquin and Salzburg" - Volume 11,
Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Booth (E.J.R.)
- "A Commentary on "The Mysteries of the Federal Reserve""
- Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bulletin Board
- Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Cover Copy -
Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Davidson
(Peter) - "Giulio Romano at the Spring Marriage" - Volume
11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Davie (Donald)
- "Res and Verba in Rock-Drill and after" - Volume 11,
Number 3, Winter 1982
Box 10 Folder 26
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Davis (Kay) -
Correspondence & Text - "Ring Composition, Subject rhyme
and Canto IV" - Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Final Paste-Up
- Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Henderson
(Archie) - Correspondence & Text - "Pound's Strelets
Interview" - Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimpel (Ben
D.) & Eaves (T.C. Duncan) - "Messire Uzzano In 1442" -
Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Kimpel (Ben
D.) & Eaves (T.C. Duncan) - Correspondence & Text -
"Pound's Research for the Malatesta Cantos" - Volume 11,
Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letter to the
Editor - Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - McFarland
(Ronald E.) - Correspondence & Text - "A Note on Monsieur
Verog" - Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Nanny (Max)
- Correspondence & Text - "Ezra Pound and the Menippean
Tradition" - Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes for
Volume 11, Number 3 - Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Notes on
Contributors - Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Schultz
(Robert) - Correspondence & Text - "A Detailed Chronology
of Ezra Pound's London Years" - Volume 11, Number 3,
Winter 1982
Box 10 Folder 37
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Shaheen
(Mohammad Y.) - "The Story of ABD-EL-Melik's Money in
Canto XCVI and XCVII" - Volume 11, Number 3, Winter
1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Terrell (Carroll
F.) - "Cabranez, The Mystery Man" - Volume 11, Number 3,
Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Voorhis (Jerry)
- "The Mysteries of the Federal Reserve System" - Volume
11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Walkiewicz
(E.P.) - "Pound/Joyce: Dublin '82" - Volume 11, Number 3,
Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Xerox of Final
Paster-Up - Volume 11, Number 3, Winter 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 10 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Eastman (Barbara C.) - "Text of Cantos" -
Correspondence & Manuscript, 1978-1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 11 Folder 2a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Eastman (Barbara C.) - "Text of Cantos" -
Proof, 1979?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 11 Folder 2b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Eastman (Barbara C.) - "Text of Cantos" -
Manuscript, 1979?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 11 Folder 2c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Geddes (Virgil) - "Forty Poems", 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 11 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "A History of Textual Corrections: The
New Directions Printings of "The Cantos of Ezra Pound",
1948-1975" - Draft Manuscript, 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 11 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Mondolfo (Vittoria) & Hurley (Margaret)
Box 11 Folder 5a
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
- "Ezra Pound's Letter to Joseph Darlington Ibbotson,
1935-1952" - Correspondence & Manuscripts , 1978?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Mondolfo (Vittoria) & Hurley (Margaret)
- "Ezra Pound's Letter to Joseph Darlington Ibbotson,
1935-1952" - Manuscripts , 1978?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 11 Folder 5b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Mondolfo (Vittoria) & Hurley (Margaret)
- "Ezra Pound's Letter to Joseph Darlington Ibbotson,
1935-1952" - Manuscript & Proofs, 1978?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 11 Folder 5c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Mondolfo (Vittoria) & Hurley (Margaret)
- "Ezra Pound's Letter to Joseph Darlington Ibbotson,
1935-1952" - Manuscript & Proofs, 1978?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 11 Folder 5d
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Conference -
Recordings, August 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Research,
1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Book
Catalog, 1979?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Reshoot,
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Baldwin
(Neil) , 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Corman
(Cid), 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Davenport
(Guy), 1979
Box 13 Folder 6
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Dembo
(L.S.), 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Gordon
(David M.), 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Greene
(Jonathan), 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Hatlen
(Burton), 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Kenner
(Hugh), 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Booth
(Marcella), 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Quartermain
(Peter), 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Rosenthal
(M.L.), 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Terrell
(Carroll F.), 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Interview,
1969
Box 13 Folder 16
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" -
Bibliography, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Discarded
Poems Preamble, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Dust Jacket
Material, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Draft
Manuscripts, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Index, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Conversation
With Celia Zukofsky, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Letters From
Celia Zukofsky, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Manuscripts,
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - More Index,
1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Index, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 13 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry




Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Corrections,
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" I - Corrections,
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 2a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" II -
Corrections, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 2b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" III -
Corrections, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 2c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Corrections,
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 3a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Corrections,
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 3b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Proofs for
Index, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Paste Up
with Corrections, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 5a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Paste Up
with Corrections, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 5b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Paste Up
with Corrections, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 5c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Paste Up
with Corrections, 1979
Box 14 Folder 5d
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Paste Up
with Corrections, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 5e
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Paste Up
with Corrections, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 14 Folder 5f
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Zukofsky
Photographs, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Zukofsky Honorary Degree, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Zukofsky Bibliography, 1969-1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Table of
Contents, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Dust Jacket,
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Ads, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Review
Copies Sent, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Zukofsky (Louis ) - "Arise Arise", 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Working
Papers, 1968-1975
Box 15 Folder 9
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Louis Zukofsky Bibliography, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Proofs, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 11a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Louis Zukofsky: Man and Poet" - Proofs, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 11b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Work in
Progress, 1977-1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Ezra Pound
"Work In Progress" Forms, 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Registration
Forms and Programs For Symposium To Celebrate The
Ninetieth Birthday of Ezra Pound, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Way It Was" or A
Brief Autobiographical History of the Physics Department at
the University of Maine by Clarence E. Bennett, 1934-1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Stationary & Mission Statement
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Membership Correspondence, 1961-1962
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - List of Poets to be Asked to Join
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Donor Appeals, 1961
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Support For, 1962
Box 16 Folder 18
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Prizes & Fund Raising, 1961
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Bernstein (Michael Andre), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Carruth (Hayden), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Chilton (Randy), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Corman (Cid), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Creeley (Robert), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Cuddihy (Michael), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Davenport (Guy), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Davie (Donald), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Dawson (Pat), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Dembo (L.S.), 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Finkelstein (Norman), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Gerber (Dan), 1980
Box 17 Folder 12
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Griffin (Jonathan), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Hamburger (Michael), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Heller (Michael), 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Hirsch (Edward), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Homberger (Eric), 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Ignatow (David), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Johnson (Ronald), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Kenner (Hugh), 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Lake (Paul), 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Laughlin (James), 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Linenthal (Mark), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Mandel (Tom), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- McAleavey (David), 1979-1980
Box 17 Folder 25
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Middleton (Christopher), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Mottram (Eric), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Odlin (R.W.), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Olds (Sharon), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Oppen (George), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Oppenheimer (Joel), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Palmer (Michael), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Parkinson (Thomas), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Peck (John), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Perloff (Marjorie), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Powell (Donald), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Prynne (J.H.), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Quasha (George), 1980
Box 17 Folder 38
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Quartermain (Peter), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Rakosi (Carl), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Rosenblum (Martin J.), 1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Rothenberg (Jerome), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Schimmel (Harold), 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Seidman (Hugh), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Shapiro (Abby), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Shapiro (Harvey), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Sharp (Tom), 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Silliman (Ron), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Sorrentino (Gilbert), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Taggart (John), 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Tomlinson (Charles), 1980
Box 17 Folder 51
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Turnbull (Gael), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Weinberger (Eliot), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Weinfield (Henry), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Williams (Jonathan), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Zukofsky (Paul), 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 56
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Oppen (George) and (Mary), 1978-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 57
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Problems
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 58
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Augustine, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 59
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Letter For Contributors, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 60
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Notes & Addresses, 1980?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 61
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography, 1980?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 62
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Typeset with Corrections, 1980?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 63
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Proofs, 1980?
Box 17 Folder 64
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paidemua - Oppen Edition
- Mottram (Eric) - Indexing, 1980?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 65
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Hirsch (Edward)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 66
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Homberger Book, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 67
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Dembo Article
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 68
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Perloff Article
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 69
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bernstein Article, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 70
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Seidman Article, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 71
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Shapiro Article, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 72
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Kail Article, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 73
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Williams Article, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 74
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Sharp Article, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 75
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Schimmel Article, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 76
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- McAleavey Article, 1981
Box 17 Folder 77
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Finkelstein Article, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 78
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Weinfield Article, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 79
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Heller & Finkelstein Article, 1975 & 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 80
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Enslin Article, 1973 & 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 81
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- McAleavey Bibliography, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 82
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Davie & Hamburger, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 83
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Table of Contents & Preface, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 84
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Hatlen Article, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 85
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Introduction & Dedication, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 86
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Annotated Bibliography, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 87
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Oppen (Mary) Article, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 88
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Shapiro Article, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 89
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- DuPlessis (Rachel Bleau), 1981
Box 17 Folder 90
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Notes on Contributors, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 91
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 92
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1934
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 93a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 93b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1962
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 94c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1963
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 94d
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1964
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 94e
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1966
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 94f
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1967
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 94g
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95h
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95i
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95j
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1971
Box 17 Folder 95k
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95l
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95m
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95n
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95o
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95p
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95q
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95r
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95s
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Bibliography Originals, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 95t
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Oppen Edition
- Book Jacket, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 17 Folder 96
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Japanese Theatre
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Desmond Egan Book, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Endowment for
Humanities Grant Application, 1990
Box 25 Folder 51
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Financial Accounts, 1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 65
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Frustration Correspondence", 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 66
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Allen Ginsberg Visit, 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 70
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Articles Of Incorporation, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 72
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Stanchfield Audit
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 73
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Eliot, Yeats & Pound Conference, 1989-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 76
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Eliot, Yeats & Pound Conference, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 77
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Letter To Allen Ginsberg Re. Yeats-Pound
Conference, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 95
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Book Sales, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 96
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - A Merit Award For Stephen Sicari, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 97
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Proposal For UMaine
Institute Of Middle East Studies, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- T.S. Eliot Centennial
Conference, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Allen (Kenneth),
1982-1985
Box 27 Folder 5
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Audit Papers, 1986-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press,
1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- UMaine President's
Meetings & 20 Years Plan For Paideuma, 1977-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Financial Reports, 1986-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press -
Vice President Aceto Papers, 1984-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pound Professorship
Papers, 1981-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Coyote's Journal, 1986-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press -
"Dante and Pound the Epic of Judgement"
Box 28 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Borges Symposium ,
1975-1976
Box 28 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Hunting (Constance) - "May Sarton: Women
and Poet" - Flier
Box 29 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Marianne Moore Centennial Conference - Flier,
1987
Box 29 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - "Parker Tyler's The Granite Butterfly" - Draft
Manuscripts, Correspondence & Review
Box 29 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- National Poetry
Foundation - Meeting With Tom Aceto, 1987
Box 31 Folder 89
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Manuscripts -
Authors A-C, 1980s
Box 33 Folder 11a
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Manuscripts -
Authors D-J, 1980s
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 33 Folder 11b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Manuscripts -
Authors L-R, 1980s
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 33 Folder 11c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Manuscripts -
Authors S-W, 1980s
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 33 Folder 11d
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Letters To The
Editor & Correspondence, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 33 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Bibliography,
1980-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 33 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Page Numbers,
1980-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 33 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Facsimile of
Articles - Final Markup, 1986-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 33 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Facsimile of
Articles & Notes, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 33 Folder 16
^ Return to Table of Contents
Correspondence, 1961-2001, (1970-1990)
Physical Description: 347 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Littlefield (Lester),
1972-1973
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Harris (Natalie),
1974-1978
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eastman (Barbara),
1971-1979
Box 1 Folder 6
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Language of the Material: English.
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Delgado (Marcelino),
1979-1983
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eder (Doris L.), 1974-1978
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Durry (George),
1981-1983
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Driscoll (Kerry),
1982-1983
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Deane (John), 1982
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- D'Attilio (Robert),
1975-1976
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Camus (Susan), 1983-1984
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Burns (Gerald), 1982
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bertone (Enza), 1983
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Buiswanyer (Robert),
1981-1982
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Batten (Guinn), 1981
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Backus (Margot), 1981
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Allman (Daniel), 1983
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Gosman (Michael),
1978-1979
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fuchs (Joseph) &
Blackman (Lucy), 1980
Box 1 Folder 21
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Language of the Material: English.
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hart (Joan), 1974-1981
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Korg (Jacob), 1975-1994
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Heyman (David C.),
1971-1982
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Kimberly (Nick),
1980-1982
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Kimpel (Ben D.),
1976-1982
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Booth (Marcella), 1975
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Gallup (Donald),
1970-1974
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Gondon (David),
1973-1974
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hesse (Eva), 1965-1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Kenner (Hugh), 1971-1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Laughlin (James),
1971-1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- deRachewiltz (Mary),
1973-1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilhelm (James),
1972-1974
Box 1 Folder 39
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Language of the Material: English.
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Correspondence to Carroll
Terrell , 1982-1983
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pearson (Norman Holmes),
1973
Box 1 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Iwasaki (Ryozo),
1972-1974
Box 1 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Concordance , 1976-1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Andrews (Bruce) , 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Andrews (Richard) , 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma - Baracks
(Barbara) , 1976-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bates (Margaret) ,
1977-1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bauer
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bender (Todd), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bosha (Francis), 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bowers (Faubion),
1972-1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bradley (Toby S.), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Burns (R.) , 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Butturff (Doug),
1975-1976
Box 15 Folder 24
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cebulski (F.J.), 1973-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Chace (William),
1972-1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Colaneri (John),
1972-1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Conrad (David), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cussen (Antonio), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- de Roux (Dominique),
1972-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- du Sautoy (Peter F.),
1975-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hartz (Jim), 1971-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hausa (Virginia V.),
1974-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Heckert (Gregg), 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Horton (David),
1975-1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Howell (Douglas),
1972-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hugen (Dorothy), 1974 &
1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ismael (Jamila),
1972-1975
Box 15 Folder 38
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Jones (Douglas), 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Kessel (Harlan), 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- King (Margaret), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Klinck (Dennis R.),
1975-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Knight (Robert),
1975-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Koehler (Ludmila), 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lawton (Harry), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Leigh (John), 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lensing (George S.), 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lissauer (Frank), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Manglaviti (Leo M.J.),
1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Martin (B.K.), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Martin (Louis E.), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 51
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Maud (Ralph), 1977-1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- McCarthy (Dermot), 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- McDonnell (Tim), 1976 Box 15 Folder 54
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- McDougal (Stuart T.),
1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Merchant (Moelwyn),
1973-1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 56
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Morgan (Richard), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 57
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Munro (John), 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 58
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lynch (Sister M. Dennis),
1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 59
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Nelson (Milo), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 60
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Nassivera (John C.),
1972-1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 61
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Navaretta (E.), 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 62
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Neault (James),
1973-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 63
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Neinstein (Raymond),
1976-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 64
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Niemeyer (Stephen), 1976
& 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 65
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Palmer (Leslie), 1972-1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 66
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Patnaik (Deda), 1972-1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 67
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paz (Octavio), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 68
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pound (Oyassama Onyx),
1976
Box 15 Folder 69
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pound (Dorothy),
1971-1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 70
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pound (Ezra), 1971-1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 71
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Reed (Elaine), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 72
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rex (Barbara), 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 73
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Salerno (George), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 74
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sapir (Philip), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 75
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Seed (David), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 76
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stone (Bernard), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 77
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stone (Douglas), 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 78
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sullivan (John P.), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 79
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Swabey (Henry), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 80
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Senghor (Leopold), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 81
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Tate (Allen), 1974-1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 82
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Thomas (Ronald E.),
1975-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 83
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Thompson (Douglas), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 84
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Tuso (Joseph F.), 1976 Box 15 Folder 85
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Untermeyer (Louis), 1962
& 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 86
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wangusa (Timothy), 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 87
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Warren (Robert Penn),
1973-1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Way (Peter), 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Webster (Beveridge),
1975-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Weisberger (Jonathan),
1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Weiss (Neil), 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wenzel (Gernot), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilson (Donald D.), 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Woodward (A.G.), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Yeats (Michael), 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 15 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Peacock Tavern,
1967-1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Halfway up the Tree
Investment, 1967
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hutchins (Elmer),
1968-1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Woodcock (Emily) Box 21 Folder 51
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Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Maskey (Richard), 1992 Box 21 Folder 56
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Katz (Eliot), 1992 Box 21 Folder 57
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Guedalla (Roger), 1981 Box 21 Folder 58
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Appleton (Sarah), 1981 Box 21 Folder 59
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bernstein (Michael Andre),
1982
Box 21 Folder 60
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mangum (Geoffrey), 1981 Box 21 Folder 61
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Baldwin (Neil), 1981 Box 21 Folder 62
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eschleman (Clayton), 1981 Box 21 Folder 63
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Engelking (Leszek), 1983 Box 21 Folder 64
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Steele (John L.), 1983 Box 21 Folder 65
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Gall (Sally M.), 1982 Box 21 Folder 66
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Watts (Charles) - Hawley
Letters
Box 21 Folder 67
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Flach (Victor) Box 21 Folder 68
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fox (Hugh), 1992 Box 21 Folder 73
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Library of Congress, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Crouch (Terry), 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Narita (Tatsushi), 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wees (William), (1965 &
1975)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Yale Paper, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Yourcenar (Marguerite),
1975-1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wellen (Paul), 1992?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Qian (Zhaoming), 1994
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ring (Russell E.), 1995 Box 25 Folder 39
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lang (Stephanie), 1994
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Passey (Troy), 1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paideuma Author
Correspondence, 1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilson (Jennifer), 1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Twitchell (Anne S.), 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- LaChance (Charles), 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Reynolds (Kelly), 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Conover (Anne), 1997
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 57
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mikes (Petr), 1992-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 61
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Photographs Of Japan &
Greetings Cards, 1987-1989?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 62
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Packard (William) & New
York Quarterly , 1986-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 63
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Egan (Desmond) -
Correspondence, 1985-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 64
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Beach (Christopher), 1996
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 68
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cody (Tom) -
Correspondence, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 78
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Charles Tomlinson On
Cassette - Correspondence, 1988
Box 25 Folder 79
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Foye (Raymond) -
Correspondence, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 80
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Brooks (Cleanth) -
Correspondence, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 81
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Gray (Christine) -
Correspondence, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 82
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Andrews (Bruce), 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 84
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Materer (Timothy) -
Correspondence, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 85
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Grover (Philip) -
Correspondence, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 87
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bennett (Peter A.) -
Correspondence, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 88
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Grogan (Ruth A.) -
Correspondence, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 90
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Letter To King Hussein,
1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 91
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bacigalupo (Massimo),
1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 92
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Promotion Of Shyamal
Bagchee, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 94
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miscellenous
Correspondence & Papers, 1984-1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 101
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Jordan Visit, 1988 Box 26 Folder 3
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lewisohn (James) -
Correspondence & Publications, 1980-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Laughlin (James) - Poems
& Correspondence, 1980-1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schmidt (Michael) -
Donald Davie Book, 1982-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Makin (Peter) - "Pounds's
Cantos" Book, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Jewish Publication
Society, (1984-1986)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Laurie (Peter), 1980-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schreibman (Susan), 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lash (John Lamb) - "Runes
Against the Shoreline", 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 25a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lash (John Lamb) -
Correspondence, 1988-1990
Box 26 Folder 25b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lash (John Lamb) -
"Hemlock" - Manuscript, 1985
Box 26 Folder 26c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lash (John Lamb) -
Correspondence & Poems, 1984-1985
Box 26 Folder 26d
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lash (John Lamb) -
Correspondence, 1986
Box 26 Folder 26e
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lash (John Lamb) -
Correspondence & Poems, 1984-1985
Box 26 Folder 26f
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fournier (Michael) -
Correspondence & Noh Play, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rett - Letters & Poems,
1988 & Undated
Box 26 Folder 27
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stratton (Dirk) & (Nancy),
1988-1992
Box 26 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Dunlap (Matthew),
(1987-1988)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Blake (Jack) - Roast,
1979-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilde (Dana), 1989 Box 26 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Adams (Stephen J.), 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Richey (Joe), (1987-1988)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Small (Connie), 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Barnard (Mary), 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Evansky (Everett) - Book,
1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- U.S. Information Agency,
1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ayers (David), 1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bate (Dave), 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Furuta (Soichi), 1990-1992 Box 27 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Letters To Answer", 1988 Box 27 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lerner (Linda), 1991 Box 27 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Kim (Yoon Sik), 1991 Box 27 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mothers Against Drink
Driving , 1989
Box 27 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Snowe (Olympia), 1990 Box 27 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schulze (Norman), 1991 Box 27 Folder 35
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Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Japanese Conference, 1989 Box 27 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Nielsen (Peter), 1988 Box 27 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Baumann (Walter), 1976 Box 28 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Yourcenar (Marguerite),
1976
Box 28 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Brennan (Joseph), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 92
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miscellenous
Correspondence, 1972-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 93
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Baker Street Productions,
1965
Box 30 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cisneros (Maria Louisa),
1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- College of the Atlantic,
1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Nine O'Clock Theatre,
1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Elliot (Lloyd H.), 1961
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Chinese Poems, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Muskie (Edmund S.), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cavett (Dick), 1980 Box 30 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Roses Play, 1964-1967 Box 30 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miyake (Akiko), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 94
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mitchell (Paige), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 95
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Moody (David),
1974-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 96
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Moore (Frank), 1982
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Physical Description: 1 folder  Box 30 Folder 97
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Moramarco (Fred),
1974-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 98
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Morse (Jonathan), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 99
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sharp (Tom), 1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 100
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sheehan (Donald),
1978-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 101
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sheldon (Michael),
1978-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 102
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sherburne (Barbara), 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 103
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sheridan (Donald),
1977-1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 104
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sherry (James), 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 105
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shettleworth (Earle G.) Jr.,
1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 106
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shevelow (Kathryn),
1981-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 107
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Smart (Bob), 1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 108
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Smith (Paul), 1978-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 109
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Soldo (John J.), 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 110
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Steele (Pisan), 1978-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 111
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Steeves (Edna), 1983 Box 30 Folder 112
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Steinglass (David), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 113
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Steinhoff (Stephen), 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 114
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stickney (Arthur),
1977-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 115
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stock (Noel), 1972-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 116
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Strater (Henry),
1982-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 117
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Surman (Diana),
1977-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 118
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Swenson (May), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 119
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Swabey (Henry),
1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 120
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Takata (Takata), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 121
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Tanaka (Katsujiro)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 122
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- The Thoreau Quarterly,
1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 123
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Townley (Rod), 1972-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 124
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Turnbull (Gael),
1981-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 125
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Turner (Mark), 1976-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 126
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Uno (Hiroko), 1979-1981 Box 30 Folder 127
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- de Vasconcolos (Maria),
1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 128
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Vatalaro (Paul),
1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 129
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Voorhis (Jerry),
1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 130
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wagner (Linda),
1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 131
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Waldrop (Rosmarie), 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 132
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Walllenstein (Barry), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 133
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- White (Sean), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 134
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wickham (Mary), 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 135
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wiggins (John), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 136
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilbur (Richard), 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 137
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilde (Dana), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 138
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Williams-Ashman (H.G.),
1979 & 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 139
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Williams (Paul),
1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 140
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Williams (William E.),
1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 141
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilson (Robert), 1983 Box 30 Folder 142
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilson (R.I.), 1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 143
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Woolridge (David),
1980-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 144
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wright (David), 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 145
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Xu (Qi-Ping), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 146
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Yen (Yuan-Shu), 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 147
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Zbornik (Richard), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 148
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Zukofsky (Celia),
1974-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 149
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Plunkett (Terry), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pounds (Wayne), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Powell (Donald),
1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Priestley (Hawkes), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rabate (Jean-Michel),
1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rader (James), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rainer (Dachine), 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rasula (Jed), 1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rawlins (Raymond),
1983-1984
Box 31 Folder 9
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Regier (Willis), 1978 &
1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Russ (Ray), 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sanders (Frederick K.)),
1973-1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sauzey (Francois), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Murray (Schafer),
1972-1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Scheidau (Herbert),
1972-1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schimmel (Harold),
1978-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schleifer (Benjamin), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schneeman (Peter),
1977-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schoonover (David), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schroth (Randall), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Seabold (Jane), 1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schuldiner (Michael),
1974-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Seidman (Hugh),
1978-1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Serly (Tibor)
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Physical Description: 1 folder  Box 31 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shannon (John),
1973-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shapiro (Harvey),
1978-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shapiro (Maxine)), 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Murray (Timothy),
1983-1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Nimchuk (John), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- O'Connor (Mr. and Mrs.),
1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Odlin (Reno), 1976-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ogier (Wayne H.),
1976-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ohannessian (Gridelda),
1975-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Oppen (Mary and George),
1981-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paul (Sherman),
1982-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pearlman (Daniel),
1972-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Peck (John), 1971-1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Peterson (Walter Scott),
1982-1983
Box 31 Folder 38
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- MacEwen (L.H.),
1979-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Manning (Richard), 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- di Manno (Yves), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pickard (Tom), 1980-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mariani (Paul), 1981-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Martin (Augustine),
1981-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Martin (Fred), 1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Martin (Paul), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mayer (Bernadette), 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- McCarthy (Colman),
1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- McClung (William),
1979-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- McClure (Michael),
1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mesch (Harald), 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 51
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miller (J. Hillis), 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miner (W.S.), 1981-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Harris (John T.), 1988
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Physical Description: 1 folder  Box 31 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Generoso (Jim), 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miscellenous
Correspondence - "To Be Filed", 1983-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 56
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Robinson (Robert L.),
1973-1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 57
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hishikawa (Eilchi),
1986-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 58
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Gish (Nancy K.), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 59
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Creeley (Robert), 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 60
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Gordon (David M.), 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 61
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Trask (Jason)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 62
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Elon (Florence), 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 63
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hamaski (Richard) Box 32 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Klinck (Dennis R.), 1975 Box 32 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Green (Norman), 2001 Box 33 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Guenzi (Cristina) , 1994 Box 33 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Overbeck (Lois More),
1994
Box 33 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eaton (Richard) Box 33 Folder 8
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Physical Description: 109 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Proposed UMaine Middle
Eastern Studies Center, 1971-1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New England Scholar ,
1967-1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Language of the Material: English.
Box 1 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miscellaneous Material Re.
Terrell From UMaine English Dept. , 1980-1991
Box 1 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Request for Pound To Be
Given Honorary Degree From UMaine, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 5 - Problem
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 43 - American
Literature, 1967-1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miscellaneous
Correspondence Re. Teaching , 1949-1959
Box 16 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Louis Untermeyer Visit to
UMaine, 1962
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- English Department,
1967-1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Committee on Student
Affairs, 1969-1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Student Faculty Relations
Committee, 1968-1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- ETV Poetry, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Student-Faculty Relations
Committee - Gripes, 1969
Box 16 Folder 24
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Continuing Education
Division - New Degree Program, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- MA Thesis Letters, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Proposal for Advanced
Research Course in American Studies, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Interdisciplinary Studies
Committee, 1971-1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Comparative Literature
Committee, 1968-1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Multi-Media Program,
1971-1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Profile
on the College Student Questionnaires - Part II, 1970?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Research Funds Committee
Report, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Program Report, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Course Proposals, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- UMaine Theatre Institute -
Letter to Harold Pinter, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Graduate Program
Proposed Schedule
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Consortium of New
England, 1971
Box 16 Folder 37
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lecturers - Poetry Hour,
1957-1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Modern Poetry, 1967
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Margaret Atwood Visit to
UMaine, 1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Poetry Readings,
1969-1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Poetry , 1972-1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Poetry , 1971-1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Poetry Hour, 1968-1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Poetry Hour, 1964-1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Notes To A
Dream Play (Strindberg)
Box 21 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 189 - Stages On Sartre's
Way
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 189 - Balsac - Notes
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 189 - Nietzche
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 192 - Topics For Papers
I, 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 192 - Rhinoceros
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Greek Drama
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 192 - Outline, 1972 Box 21 Folder 35
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Outline, 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Syllabus,
1968-1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Early 20th
Century Drama
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Symbolism
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- William B. Yeats
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Strindberg's Life
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 41 - Notes
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Strindberg's
Characters
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Pirandello
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 6 - Table Of Russian
Ranks
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 6 - Patterns Of
Approach To Fiction
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 6 - Notes On Writing
Assignments, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 6 - Outlines
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Becket (Samuel),
1957-1959
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 5 - "The Horsepower
Race" - Exercise
Box 22 Folder 17
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 192 - Dada - Exercise
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 190 - Cities and Years -
Exercise
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Elimus, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Erigena
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 7 - Exercise
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Westinghouse Technical
Writing Samples, 1953-1966
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 190 - Crime and
Punishment II - Quiz
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lagerkvist - Readings
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rousseau & Romanticism -
Notes
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Expressionism -
Test
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 189 - Les Philosophes -
Course Outline
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 190 - Turgenev -
Readings
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Epic Theatre vs.
Arisotelian
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Notes On
Strindberg
Box 22 Folder 31
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- G.B. Shaw
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - O'Neill -
Chronology
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Robert Frost
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Frank Kafka, 1960?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- D.H. Lawrence, 1959
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 5 - Bibliography
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Technical Writing, 1954
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sibyl at Cumae
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schopenhauer
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "War and Peace" - Dates Of
Principle Events
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Backgrounds On
Realism
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 190 - Foma Gordeyev -
Quiz
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 192 - Jesus Christ In
Hasenclever's Humanity
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 190 - The Tolstoy
Family
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Ibsen Box 22 Folder 46
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 191 - Names For
Chekhov And Gogol
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Drama: Symbolism
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 6 - James Joyce Box 22 Folder 68
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miscellaneous Research
Notes On Authors
Box 24 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Richard Emerick
Endowment Fund
Box 24 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine
Cultural Affairs Committee & Dean's Letter, (1985-1988)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Congratulatory Letter
From Frederick E. Hutchinson Re. University Press, 1994
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Burton Hatlen Presidential
Research Award Recommendation, 1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Idea For UMaine Grant
Proposal, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- UMaine Canadian Studies,
1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- CP 1/2 European
Literature - Course Proposal
Box 26 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Editorial On UMaine
President Dale Lick
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 189 - Flaubert Box 27 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 313 Box 27 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- UMaine Council Of
Colleges' Task Force On Residential Life , 1979-1981
Box 28 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- NEH Grant Proposal - "The
Duel of Giants: The People vs The Bank", 1980
Box 30 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Jordan Teaching
Consultation Trip, 1988
Box 31 Folder 79
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 45 - Ayn Rand
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 80
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 190 - Life Of Tolstoy
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 81
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 190 - Oblomov - Quiz
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 82
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cp 190 - Borodino Map
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 83
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eh 3, 1977-1978 Box 31 Folder 84
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "From Modernism to
Postmodernism" Program, 1989
Box 32 Folder 26
^ Return to Table of Contents
Reference Material, 1830-1997, (1930-1990)
Physical Description: 127 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Langumier (Eric) - Thesis ,
1979
Box 1 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Copy of "A Feast For the
Hungry i"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 16 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Zukofsky (Louis) Edited
Poetry, 1931
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Benda (Julien) - "The
Treason of the Intellectuals), 1930
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fremont (Elizabeth
Benton)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mead (G.R.S.) - "The
Sacred Dance in Christendum"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rock (J.F.) - "The
Romance of Ka-Ma-Gyu-Mi-Gkyi, 1939
Box 21 Folder 6
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lacharme (Confueii) ,
1830
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Jefferson's Works -
Correspondence
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Patrologiae Cursus
Completus, 1851
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Na-khi, 1955
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Salinger (J.D.) - Excerpts
From "Raise High The Roof Beam", 1955
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Greene (Graham)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hemingway (Ernest),
1954-1961
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Albee (Edward),
1967-1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Allen (Woody), 1966
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Amalric (Andrei), 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Anderson (Robert), 1967
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bacharach (Burt), 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cummings (Edward
Estlin), 1952
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wolfe (Thomas), 1958
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Warren (Robert Penn),
1955-1959
Box 21 Folder 21
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bayes (Ronald H.) , 1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Brody (Harry)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Iwahara (Yasuo), 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- De' Medici (Lorenzino) ,
1891
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fletcher (John Gould),
1937
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fillmore (Millard), 1915
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hollis (Christopher), 1937
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 21 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Peladin - De Parsifal ,
1906
Box 21 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- McDonald (Boyd), 1985 Box 21 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Carnaby Street" - Script &
Progress Report, 1993
Box 21 Folder 69
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Morley (D.), 1987 Box 21 Folder 70
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Drama of Torquato
Tasso"
Box 21 Folder 71
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Valtin (Jan) - "Out of the
Night", 1941
Box 21 Folder 72
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Johnson (Jack) - "Any
Shiny Object" & "One Drop Wet"
Box 21 Folder 73
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hilmy (H.) - "From
Odysseus to Dionysus"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shapli (Omar) - "Traitor at
the Gate", 1995
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ginsberg (Louis), 1994
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Morris (Emily B.), 1997
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Physical Description: 1 folder  Box 22 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Jones (Henry)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shapiro (Karl), 1989-1994
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Les Cahiers de L'Herne",
1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "To-morrow's Money",
1936
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Thomas (Dylan),
1957-1962
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 51
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "House of Bedlam", 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mencius
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Book On Allen Ginsberg
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Heidegger (Martin), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sanders (Abel)
Physical Description: 1 Folders 
Box 22 Folder 56
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mussolini, 1983
Physical Description: 1 Folders 
Box 22 Folder 57
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pfaff (Amalia) and (Roy)
Physical Description: 1 Folders 
Box 22 Folder 58
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Guinizelli (Guido)
Physical Description: 1 Folders 
Box 22 Folder 59
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Dahlberg (Edward), 1976
Physical Description: 1 Folders 
Box 22 Folder 60
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bibliotheca Romanica Box 22 Folder 61
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Physical Description: 1 Folders 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Valla (Lorenzo) - "On
Pleasure", 1977
Physical Description: 1 Folders 
Box 22 Folder 62
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ford (Ford Madox) -
"Provence From Ministrels To The Machine", 1935
Physical Description: 1 Folders 
Box 22 Folder 63
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bunting (Basil)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 folder 64
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Burchardi (Johannis) -
"Diarium"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 65
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Burnet (John) - "Greek
Philosophy", 1920
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 folder 66
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Butchart (Montgomery) -
"Money'
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 folder 67
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cardozo (Nancy) - Poems
& Stories, 1992?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shapiro (Karl) - "The Old
Horsefly"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Vidal (Pierre)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Watson (Roger) - "For An
Ounce of Silver"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hamill (Sam) - "Catullus
Redivivus" Translation, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Giants Play Well In The
Drizzle - Newsletter, (1986 & 1989)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Slug Press, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- The Rosenbach -
Newsletters, (1987-1988)
Box 24 Folder 14
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- The Threepenny Review,
Winter 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Editors Notes, Fall 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- The Underground Forest
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wellington (William) Box 24 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Poetry Pilot, February,
1987
Box 24 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fresher-Samways
(Kathleen) & Singewald (Jill) - "Let Mom Sleep", July, 1986
Box 24 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Big Little Poem
Series"
Box 24 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Creon's Palace" Poems Box 24 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Kearns (George) Box 24 folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Weber (Brom)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Copy Of "Walking Along A
Country Road" By Bonner Enes Andreoli
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 74
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- List Of "Seminal Poets
From Before 1930"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 83
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Remembering
Rabindranath Tagore - Program, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 89
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Heal (Edith)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 93
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Books Out Of Print Which
Need To Be Republished
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 100
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Froula (Christine) -
Reprint From Yale Review, 1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sheri "One Nation Under
God"
Box 27 Folder 38
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Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Simic (Charles) Box 29 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stein (Gertrude)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 94
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "If you Are Writing a
Book", 1954-1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 95
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "What Every Yale
Freshman Should Know"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 96
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Library Collection - "A
Bibliography Of Standard Wrks Of Literary Scholarship Not
Held By The University Of Maine Library", April, 1960
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 97
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- ETV, 1961-1963
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 98
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Don Juan In Hell
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 99
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Oresteia: Translation
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 100
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Dirk's 7 For Nancy"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 101
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Articles on Curriculum Box 30 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Copies Of "The Griffin",
1959-1960
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 64
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Copy Of "The Experience
of the Absurd" Sermon, 1960
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 65
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Russell (Peter) - "In The
Tradition - A British Writer Living In Italy", March 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 66
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Adams (David) - Poems
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 67
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Comens (Bruce) - "From A
to An: The Postmodern Twist in Louis Zukofsky
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 68
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Three Publics", 4 July,
1986
Box 31 Folder 69
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Newton (Vernon) -
"Homage To A Cat", 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 70
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Leeman (Tim) - "Poems",
1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 71
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Williams (Tennessee),
1968?
Box 31 Folder 85
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Homophobia , 1985 Box 31 Folder 86
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Overholser (Willis A.) '
"History of Money in the United States", 1936
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- O'Connor (Ulick) - "A
Terrible Beauty is Born", 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Murray (Robert H.) -
"Science and Scientists in Nineteeth Century", 1925
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Munson (Gorham) -
"Aladdin's Lamp", 1945
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Il Monte Dei Paschi , 1909
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mead (G.R.S.) -
"Apollonius of Tyana", 1901
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Monumenti (Lorenzi) -
"Del Palazzo Ducale", 1868
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilson (R. McNair) -
"Promise to Pay", 1934
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Webb (Montague de
Pomeroy) - "India's Plight", 1934
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Waddell (L.A.) - "Eyptian
Civilization Its Sumerian Origin & Real Chronology", 1930
Box 32 Folder 10
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Upward (Allen) - "Some
Personalities", 1922
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Vare (Daniele) - "The Two
Imposters", 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Tozer (H.F.) - "A Byzantine
Reformer", 1886 or 1896?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shepherd (W.M.) - "The
Life of Proggio Bracciiolini", 1837
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Scritti Scelti, 1927
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Del-Lungo - "Women of
Florence", 1908
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Robinson (John Mansley) -
"An Introduction to Early Greek Philosophy"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rapicavoli (Carmelo) -
"Liberalismo E Protestantesimo", 1921
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Dodds (E.R.) - "Proclus -
The Elements of Theology", 1933
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 32 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Katz (Eliot) - "Modernist
Form and Radical Politics: The Case of William Carlos
William's Spring and All" , 1991
Box 32 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers - "The Writings of Guillaume
Apollinaire"
Box 33 Folder 10
^ Return to Table of Contents
University of Maine Press Records, 1974-1987
Physical Description: 9 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
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Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press -
Catalog, Spring 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 11 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press
- Sanders (Frederick K.) - "John Adams Speaking: Pound's
Sources for the Adams Cantos", 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 1a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press
- Sanders (Frederick K.) - "John Adams Speaking: Pound's
Sources for the Adams Cantos", 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 1b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press
- Sanders (Frederick K.) - "John Adams Speaking: Pound's
Sources for the Adams Cantos" - Material Regarding Adams,
1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 1c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press
- Wilhelm (James J.) - "Dante and Pound: The Epic of
Judgement" - Manuscript, 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 2a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press
- Wilhelm (James J.) - "Dante and Pound: The Epic of
Judgement" - Manuscript, 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 2b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press
- Wilhelm (James J.) - "Dante and Pound: The Epic of
Judgement" - Proofs, 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 2c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press
- Wilhelm (James J.) - "Dante and Pound: The Epic of
Judgement" - Notes & Proofs, 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 2d
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University of Maine Press -
Pound (Ezra) - Family Photos
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 12 Folder 3
^ Return to Table of Contents
Terrell Biographical Records, 1950-1996
Physical Description: 9 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shirley E. Carroll , 1950?
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Box 16 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Deer Pasture" - Terrell
(Dennis W.)
Box 22 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Notes On Bowdoin College Box 22 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Letter From Dale W. Lick
Re. UMaine Presidential Public Service and Research and
Creative Achievement Awards, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Will & Deed To UMaine,
1990 & 1996
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 67
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Letter Re. Bowdoin
Graduation, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 102
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Carroll Terrell and the
Great American Poetry Wars" Article
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Medical Information ,
1986
Scope and Contents
Contact archivist before release.
Box 31 folder 78
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Hatlen (Burt) - "Carroll
Terrell and the Great American Poetry Wars" , April 1986
Box 31 Folder 88
^ Return to Table of Contents
Terrell Authored Works , 1933-1994
Physical Description: 82 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Voice" Paper Box 16 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Chinese Dynastic
Cantos" Paper
Box 16 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "My Writings On Pound" Box 21 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Facsimiles Of "William
Carlos Williams" Book
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Facsimiles Of "Basil
Bunting: An Eccentril Biography" Book
Box 22 Folder 8
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Facsimiles Of "Robert
Creeley: An Eccentric Profile" Book
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 22 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 22 Folder 10a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 22 Folder 10b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript & Papers
Box 22 Folder 10c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 22 Folder 10d
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 22 Folder 10e
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Untitled Draft Manuscript Box 22 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Mystic Way" Box 22 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Correspondence Re.
Publishing Terrell Novels, 1967 & 1992
Box 22 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 22 folder 70
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "My Cantos: Not To Lose",
1975-1986
Box 22 Folder 71
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1d
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1e
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1f
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1g
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1h
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1i
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Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1j
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1k
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1l
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1m
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1n
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1o
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1p
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1q
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 23 Folder 1r
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Chapter "Dawn Comes to the University" - Manuscript
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "School and Scandal" -
Manuscript
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miscellaneous Limericks &
Notes
Box 24 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The World We Want" -
Lecture Notes
Box 24 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Growing Up Kennebec" -
Manuscript
Box 24 Folder 31a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Growing Up Kennebec" -
Manuscript
Box 24 Folder 31b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Growing Up Kennebec" -
Manuscript
Box 24 Folder 31c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Peggy Eaton - Research
Notes
Box 24 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Untitled Draft Manuscripts Box 24 Folder 38a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Untitled Draft Manuscripts Box 24 Folder 38b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Untitled Draft Manuscripts Box 24 Folder 38c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Untitled Draft Manuscripts
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Box 24 Folder 38d
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Untitled Draft Manuscripts Box 24 Folder 38e
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Untitled Draft Manuscripts Box 24 Folder 38f
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Untitled Draft Manuscripts Box 24 Folder 38g
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Growing Up Kennebec" ,
1994
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Ezra Pound and the
Disintegration of the Text" - Manuscript
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 58
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Ezra Pound's Polytheism"-
Manuscript
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 59
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Chinese Character Index
for the Cantos" - Manuscripts
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 60
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- T.S. Eliot Article In
Progress, (1933-1987)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 71
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "A Roving Report's Report"
Paper
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 98
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Papers on Joyce -
Manuscripts
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Debt-Free Money" -
Manuscript
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Proposal For Ezra Pound
Collected Prose, Volume I, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Campanion - Correction
Notes, 1980-1981
Box 26 Folder 11a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Companion - Volume I
Corrections, 1985-1986
Box 26 Folder 11b
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Companion - Volume II
Corrections, 1982-1985
Box 26 Folder 11c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Moneymen in the Cantos"
- Manuscript
Box 26 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Pound and His Tragic
Silence"
Box 26 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "My Writings: Unused Yet" Box 26 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Pound's Use & Misuse of
History" - Talk at Reading University
Box 26 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Materials Sent For Writing
Conference"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 1
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- King (Stephen) , 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 4a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- King (Stephen) - "My
Book" - Manuscripts, 1986
Box 27 Folder 4b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- King (Stephen) - "My
Book" - Manuscripts
Box 27 Folder 4c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Yeats At Bowdoin Paper
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Preparing To Approach
The Cantos Of Eza Pound" - Manuscript
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miscellenous Terrell
Poems
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Na-Khi Working Papers Box 28 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New Cantos Glossary,
1975
Box 28 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Rod & Lightning" &
"Smoke & Fire" - Reviews, 1977 & 1987
Box 29 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Drama Anthology , 1971 Box 30 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Play Reviews Box 30 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Midnight On The
Emperor's Pavement", 1963
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 87
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 32 Folder 27a
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Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Lion and the Unicorn"
- Draft Manuscript
Box 32 Folder 27b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Growing Up Kennebec" -
Draft Manuscript
Box 33 Folder 9
^ Return to Table of Contents
Ezra Pound, W.B. Yeats & T.S. Eliot Subject Records, 1921-1993
Physical Description: 282 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Letter &
Correspondence Re. Pound, 1933 & 1974
Box 1 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound's Guide to Italy Box 16 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Odlin (Reno) - "Le
Testament De Villon"
Box 16 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Elektra , 1987 Box 21 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Raphalite Latin" By Ezra
Pound
Box 21 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Reenchantment of the
World", 1985
Box 21 Folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stock (Noel) - "Verse is a
Sword", 1960
Box 22 Folder 69
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Confucio Studio Integrale
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Gibbons (Reginald) -
"Pound and the Gods", 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Giroux (Robert) - "The
Poet in the Asylum", August 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 24 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Yeats Commendation
Program , 1989
Box 24 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miscellaneous Notes On
T.S. Eliot
Box 24 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Role of the Poet" -
Essay, 1997
Box 24 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- T.S. Eliot - Burnt Norton Box 24 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- York University - T.S. Eliot
Review , 1976
Box 24 Folder 35
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Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- MLA Proposal - 'The
Pound-Joyce Connection", 1982
Box 25 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Watts (Harold H.),
(1947-1949)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wang (John C.), 1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Tulip (James), 1966
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Tolley (A.T.), 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Thurley (Geoffrey), 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Thompson (John), 1967
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Thompson (Francis J.),
1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 11
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Thomlinson (Charles),
1966
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Thatcher (David S.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Teele (Roy F.), 1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Tay (William), (1975 &
1979)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Tanselle (Thomas G.),
(1961 & 1962)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Tagliaferri (Aldo), 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Controversy -
Facist/Traiter Pros & Cons, (1946-1959)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Zinnes (Harriet), 1973 Box 25 Folder 19
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Yueh-Nung (Tseng), 1959
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Yoshikawa (Kojiro), 1964
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Off Prints,
(1977-1985)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Witemeyer (Hugh H.) &
Bornstein (George J.), (1967 & 1973)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilson (Timothy)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Williams (William C.),
1949 & 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wertham (F.), 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- West (Ray B.),
(1949-1951)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Whigham (Peter), 1966
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Whitemore (Reed), 1948
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Willard (Charles B.), 1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Wilhelm (James J.),
1974-1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Griffin (Larry D.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- T.S. Eliot Centennial
Celebration , 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Partisan Review Box 25 Folder 47
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Clipping Re. Ezra Pound
Disinternment, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Clipping Re. Ezra Pound
Home, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 56
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Events -
Programs, 1985?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 69
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Harmadkor Feature On
Ezra Pound Centennial
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 75
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Consise DALB Entry For
Ezra Pound
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 86
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- References In "The Two
Nations"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 99
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Notes On Ezra Pound/
William French Material, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 25 Folder 103
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Review Of Torrey -
Washington Post, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- San Jose & Cleveland State
Events, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 7
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Elekra" - Ezra Pound ,
1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound "Uncollected
Prose", 1916-1918
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 12
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Letter In Olga
Rudge Collection, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Review Of Torrey, 1981 Box 26 Folder 15
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Opera -
Cavalcanti, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Riddel (Joseph N.) -
"Pound and the Decentered Image", 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 26 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Copy Of "Marginalia"
Newsletter, 1993
Box 27 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Somers Letter Sent By Bill
French
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Brancusi As Seen by Ezra
Pound, 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Canto 81: Reading
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 27 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Clippings,
1972-1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 1a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Clippings,
1965-1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 1b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New Freewoman, 1913
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Political Indentities of
Ezra Pound & T.S. Eliot" - Index
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Sullivan Propertius" -
Index
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 4
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Ezra Pound and the
Cantos" - Watts Index
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Quarterly Review of
Literature - Special Ezra Pound Edition, 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "A Visiting Card" By Ezra
Pound, 1952
Box 28 Folder 7
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Money Pamplets" By Ezra
Pound, (1951-1973)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- University Of Idaho - Ezra
Pound Lectures, (1977-1978)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Collected Ezra Pound
Articles - The Little Review, (1917-1921)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New English Weekly ,
1932
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 11a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New English Weekly ,
1933
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 11b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New English Weekly ,
1934
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 11c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New English Weekly ,
1935
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 11d
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New English Weekly ,
1936
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 11e
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New English Weekly ,
1937
Box 28 Folder 11f
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New English Weekly ,
1938
Box 28 Folder 11g
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New English Weekly ,
1939
Box 28 Folder 11h
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New English Weekly ,
1940
Box 28 Folder 11i
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Voice, 1954-1955
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 12a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Voice, 1955-1956
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 12b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Voice, 1956-1957 Box 28 Folder 12c
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Conferences,
1975-1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound
Correspondence, 1930-1956
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 14
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Jefferson and Mussolini"
By Ezra Pound , 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Moscardino" By Ezra
Pound
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Fenollosa" By Ezra Pound,
1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Quia Pauper Amavi" By
Ezra Pound, 1919
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Early Poetry,
1918
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cantos Printed In
Periodicals - Uncollected, (1923 & 1935)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Articles By Ezra Pound -
Reviewing Book, Periodicals, Etc., (1933 & 1934)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Articles By Ezra Pound Re.
Economics, (1931-1935)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound Letters To
Editors - Various Journals, (1930-1937)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Articles By Ezra Pound Re.
Books, Printing. Censorship & Copyright
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "After Election" In New
Review By Ezra Pound, 1931
Box 28 Folder 25
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Of Misprison Of Treason"
By Ezra Pound, 1959
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Literary Essays By Ezra
Pound - Part One
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 27a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Literary Essays By Ezra
Pound - Part Two
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 27b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Literary Essays By Ezra
Pound - Part Three
Box 28 Folder 27c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Criterion - Ezra Pound
Articles, 1934-1937
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- New Review - Ezra Pound
Articles, 1931-1932
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Canto Notes
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound's St. Elizabeth's
Years
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Ezra Pound and Italian
Fascism: A New Perspective" By Guido Palandri, 1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ezra Pound York
Conference, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- MLA Convention, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Little Review
Calendar", (1921-1977)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 28 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fang (Archilles), 1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 13
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Feder (Lillian), 1971 Box 29 Folder 14
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Feldman (A. Bronson),
1953
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fender (Stephen), 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fitts (Dudley), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Fitzgerald (Robert), 1956
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Flint (R.W.), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 19
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Forbes (Clarence), 1946
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Flaire (Isabel), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- French (A.L.), 1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Friar (Kimon)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Friedrich (Otto), 1960
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Frobenius (Leo), 1928
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Eberhart (Richard), 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Edwards (John), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Egudu (Romanus), 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Emery (Clark M.), 1958
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Evans (David W.), 1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Davenport (Guy) Box 29 Folder 31
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Davie (Donald), 1956 &
1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Davis (Earle), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Davis (Robert)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Dawson (Christopher),
1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Dembo (L.S.), 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 36
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Demetz (Peter)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- DeMott (Benjamin), 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Deutsch (Babette), 1958
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Dick (Bernard F.), 1961
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Dissertation Abstracts,
1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Donoghue (Denis), 1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Drew-Bear (Thomas), 1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Dudek (Louis), 1950
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Duncan (Robert), 1966
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Duncan (Ronald), 1966
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Duran (Manuel) Box 29 Folder 47
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Capellan (Angel),
1973-1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Castro (E.M. de Melo e ),
1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Casper (Leonard)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Chace (William M.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 51
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Clark (David R.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 52
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Collinge (N.E.), 1958
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Connolly (Cyril), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Connolly (Thomas E.),
1956
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cookson (William), 1966
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 56
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cousins (Norman) & Smith
(Harrison), 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 57
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Creeley (Robert), 1966
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 58
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Couvreur (Seraphin), 1950
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 59
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cowan (James C.), 1960
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 60
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Cowley (Malcolm), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 61
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Baker (Carlos), 1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 62
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Baldner (Ralph W.), 1958 Box 29 Folder 63
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Banta (R.E.), 1953
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 64
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Barr (Ronald)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 65
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Barricelli (Gian Piero),
1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 66
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Barry (Iris)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 67
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Berger (T.L.), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 68
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Berryman (John), 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 69
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bessinger (J.B.), 1961
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 70
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bevilagua (Ralph), 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 71
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Blackmur (R.P.), 1946
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 72
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Blake (David)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 73
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Blish (James), 1950
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 74
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bottrall (Ronald), 1952
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 75
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bradbury (Malcolm), 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 76
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Breunig (Le Roy C.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 77
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Brooke-Rose (Christine),
1961
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 78
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Brown (Calvin S.), 1953 Box 29 Folder 79
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Brown (John L.), 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 80
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Brown (Ray C.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 81
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Bueltmann (Faith), 1960
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 82
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Burns (Gerald), 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 83
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Butterick (George), 1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 84
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sources, 1936-1944
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 85
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Poetry, 1900-1930s
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 86
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Adams (Robert), 1948
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 87
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Alexander (Michael), 1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 88
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Atkinson (F.G.), 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 89
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Alverez (Amalia), 1956
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 90
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Campbell (Mary), 1981
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 29 Folder 91
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Corrigan (Robert)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 15
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paige (D.D.), 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 16
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Palandri (Angela Jung),
1973-1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 17
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Paolucci (Anne)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 18
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Parkinson (Thomas), 1954 Box 30 Folder 19
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Patmore (Brigit), 1964
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 20
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Payne (Robert), 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 21
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pearce (Roy Harvey), 1959
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Peel (Robert), 1950
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Perrine (Lawrence), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 24
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Peterson (Leland D.), 1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 25
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Quasha (George)), 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 26
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Quinn (Bernetta), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 27
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rabate (Jean-Michel)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 28
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Racey (Edgar F.) Jr., 1963
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 29
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ramsey (William), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 30
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rattray (David), 1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 31
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Read (Forrest), 1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 32
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Read (Herbert)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 33
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Richardson (Lawrence),
1947
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 34
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ringer (Gordon), 1955
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 35
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Rosenthal (M.L.), 1960 Box 30 Folder 36
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Roskolenko (Harry), 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 37
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Russell (Francis)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 38
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Russell (Peter), 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 39
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Ruthven (Kenneth), 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 40
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Materer (Tim), 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 41
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- McLachlan (W.I.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 42
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Makin (Peter), 1972 &
1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 43
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- McNaughton (William),
1963
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 44
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Meacham (Harry)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 45
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Mendes (Murilo), 1973
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 46
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Merchant (W.N.), 1958 &
1959
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 47
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Messing (Gordon M.),
1975
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 48
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miller (Liam)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 49
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miner (Earl), 1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 50
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Miyake (Akiko)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 51
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Montale (Eugenio), 1973 Box 30 Folder 52
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Moor (P.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 53
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Morgan (Frederick), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 54
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Moramarco (Fred), 1977 &
1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 55
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Morse (J. Mitchell), 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 56
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Moses (W.R.), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 57
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Munro (John M.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 58
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Muraskin (William), 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 59
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Murray (Robert Duff) Jr.,
1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 60
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Nathan (Leonard), 1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 61
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- N? (Max), 1962
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 62
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Nicolaisin (Peter), 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 63
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- North (Michael), 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 64
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Olmstead (Edwin G.),
1960
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 65
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Olson (Paul) A., 1960
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 66
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Orsini (G.N.G.), 1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 67
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sanders (Frederick K.) Box 30 Folder 68
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schafer (Murray), 1961
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 69
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schlauch (Margaret), 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 70
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schneidau (Herbert N.),
1965 & 1977?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 71
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Schutz (Alexander H.),
1962
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 72
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shank (Jon Beck)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 73
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shaw (Peter), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 74
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sheehan (Donald H.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 75
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Shorter (Stephen), 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 76
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sillen (Samuel), 1949
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 77
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Singh (G.), 1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 78
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sitwell (Edith)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 79
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Slatin (Myles), 1963
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 80
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Smith (Richard Eugene),
1965
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 81
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Spector (Robert Donald),
1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 82
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stancioff (M.M.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 83
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stein (Sol) Box 30 Folder 84
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stern (Richard G.), 1953
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 85
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stock (Noel), 1961 & 1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 86
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stuart (Duane), 1950
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 87
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Stock (Noel), 1967-1977?
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 88
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sullivan (J.P.), 1961-1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 89
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Surette (P.L.), 1971-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 90
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Sutherland (Donald), 1959
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 91
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Suttton (Walter M.)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 92
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Audible Ransom"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 30 Folder 93
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Lewis (Ethan) - "Super
Position: Interpretive Metaphor"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 74
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Interview With Edward
Czarn, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 75
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- McGuire (William) - "The
Bollingen Foundation - Ezra Pound and the Prize in Poetry",
1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 76
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Copy of "The Analyst"
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 77
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "Die Frauen von Trachis",
1975-1976
Box 32 Folder 22
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Pound (Ezra) - "Anthell
And The Treatise On Harmony"
Box 32 Folder 23
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- "The Third Circle of
Paradise in Pound and Dante"
Box 32 Folder 24
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Terrell (Carroll F.) Papers
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Facsimile of Ezra Pound
Typescript , 1933-1936
Box 33 Folder 1a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Facsimile of Ezra Pound
Typescript , 1933-1935
Box 33 Folder 1b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Facsimile of Ezra Pound
Typescript , Undated, 1933-1934
Box 33 Folder 1c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Facsimile of Ezra Pound
Typescript & Terrell Notes, 1934-1935 & 1984
Box 33 Folder 1d
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Northern Lights Records, 1988-2001
Physical Description: 15 Folders 
Title/Description Instances
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights -
"Margaret Fuller: Visionary of the New Age" - Draft
Manuscripts
Box 29 Folder 4a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights -
"Margaret Fuller: Visionary of the New Age" - Draft
Manuscripts
Box 29 Folder 4b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - Publicity Box 29 Folder 5
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights -
Jackinson (Alex) Works, 1988
Box 29 Folder 6
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - "Chants"
- Draft Manuscripts
Box 29 Folder 7a
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - "Chants"
- Draft Manuscripts
Box 29 Folder 7b
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights -
"Chants" , 1989
Box 29 Folder 7c
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - Various
Book Covers
Box 29 Folder 8
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - Stiles
(Deborah) - "Riding Limestone", 1991
Box 29 Folder 9
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - Cardozo
(Nancy) - "Using the Natural Light" - Covers
Box 29 Folder 10
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - "Quick!
Run! The Cops!" - Terrell Reviews, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 31 Folder 72
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - Therrien
(Keith) - "Will I Still Write" , 1991
Box 31 Folder 73
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Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - Mikes
(Petr) - Contract, 2000-2001
Box 33 Folder 2
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - Titles in
Print
Box 33 Folder 3
Carroll Franklin Terrell Papers -- Northern Lights - Letter
From Readers
Box 33 Folder 4
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